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 The discovery of DNA helical structure opened the door of modern molecular 
biology. Ned Seeman utilized DNA as building block to construct different nanoscale 
materials, and introduced a new field, know as DNA nanotechnology. After several 
decades of development, different DNA structures had been created, with different 
dimension, different morphology and even with complex curvatures. In addition, after 
construction of enough amounts DNA structure candidates, DNA structure template, with 
excellent spatial addressability, had been used to direct the assembly of different 
nanomaterials, including nanoparticles and proteins, to produce different functional 
nanomaterials. However there are still many challenges to fabricate functional DNA 
nanostructures. The first difficulty is that the present finite sized template dimension is 
still very small, usually smaller than 100nm, which will limit the application for large 
amount of nanomaterials assembly or large sized nanomaterials assembly. Here we tried 
to solve this problem through developing a new method, superorigami, to construct finite 
sized DNA structure with much larger dimension, which can be as large as 500nm. The 
second problem will be explored the ability of DNA structure to assemble inorganic 
nanomaterials for novel photonic or electronic properties. Here we tried to utilize DNA 
Origami method to assemble AuNPs with controlled 3D spacial position for possible 
chiral photonic complex. We also tried to assemble SWNT with discrete length for 
possible field effect transistor device. In addition, we tried to mimic in vivo compartment 
with DNA structure to study internalized enzyme behavior. From our results, constructed 
DNA cage origami can protect encapsulated enzyme from degradation, and internalized 
enzyme activity can be boosted for up to 10 folds. In summary, DNA structure can serve 
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as an ideal template for construction of functional nanomaterials with lots of possibilities 
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DNA Nanotechnology, Inorganic Material and Biomolecules 
1.1. Introduction of DNA Nanotechnology 
 1.1.1. DNA Nanotechnology. DNA is one of three most important molecules that 
encoded with genetic information. To program information, DNA is composed with four 
different nucleotides, including guanine, adenine, thymine and cytosine, and different 
combination of the four nucleotides makes unique information sequence. In 1953, 
Watson and Crick published one paper to describe the double helical structure of DNA,
 [1]
 
which opened the door of molecular biology. Inspired by nature’s branched structure, 
such as replication junction and recombination junction, 
[2]
 Ned Seeman laid out the 
concept of building design shaped DNA nanostructure with branched unit (Holliday 
junction),
 [3] 
which initiated the field known as DNA nanotechnology.  In the following 
part of this chapter, I will discuss the important concepts, progresses and the remaining 
challenges, opportunities for this field. 
To construct 2D DNA structure, DNA helix, linear structures, must have 
branches. Inspired by three way junction and Holliday junction, Seeman produced the 
first designed DNA structure, immobilized Holliday junction (4-arm junction). To better 
control the formation of DNA structure, he also proposed three design principles to 
generate uniquely paired structure with non-migratory junctions. First, there should be no 
slides bases; Second, there should be no repeating DNA unit sequence (usually choose 
adjacent 4 bases as a unit); Third, to prevent G-quartets structure, the maximum number 





After the construction of 4-arm junction, Seeman also proposed to build large 
DNA arrays based on this unit. The end of each 4-arm junction unit was extended with 
extra ssDNA, known as sticky end, which can be hybridized with complimentary strand 
on other junctions. With the combination of 4-arm junction and sticky end, different large 
2D array, even 3D array can be constructed. Furthermore, Seeman proposed to use the 
constructed 3D lattice to direct the assembly of protein, as shown in figure 1B, which 
could be applied to solve the protein crystallization problem. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Ned Seeman’s original proposal of construction of periodic DNA array. (A) 
Holliday junction tiles with sticky ends are connected together to form a 2D periodic array 
through self-assembly process. (B) A 3D DNA lattice templated protein array could be used 
for X-ray crystallography.
 
 Ever since the invention of DNA nanotechnology field, it had attracted more and 
more attentions. There are several reasons to make DNA an ideal material as template for 
structural nanotechnology. First of all, DNA has identical structure; the helix diameter is 
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2nm, and 10.5 base pairs is one repeating turn in B-form DNA. Secondly, the hydrogen 
bond in between guanine and cytosine, adenine and thymine makes DNA hybridization 
predictable; Thirdly, DNA synthesis and chemical modification can be easily 
accomplished with low cost; All these great features provide DNA as a good candidate as 
nanostructure template. 
 1.1.2. 2D DNA Tiles. Fu and Seeman constructed several double-crossover 
structures, in which DNA molecules containing two crossover sites between helical 
domains. 
[5]
 Further study found that antiparallel structure (DX) showed best stability. 
After that, almost all the DNA nanostructures were constructed based on DX system. 
With the DX unit, different sized 2D tiles were constructed by connecting different 
numbers of helix together, such as 2HX, 3HX, 4HX, 8HX and 12HX.
[6- 8]
 With the same 
principle, tube shaped structures had also be created, such as 3HT, 6HT, 18HT.
[9-12]
 
Another group of tiles is rigid arm junctions, in which DX structures are applied 
to arm junctions. Yan constructed a rigid 4-way junction, named 4×4 structure, based on 
4-arm junction and one central strand was applied to link 4 arms together.
 [13]
 Mao built a 
three-point-star structure based on 3-arm junction with three DX designed arms and one 
long central connection strand.
 [14]
 
With appropriate designed sticky ends, 2D arrays could be constructed with above 
tiles. Mao reported the 2D array formation with 4-arm junction.
 [15]
 Winfree built 
micrometer sized 2D array with DX tiles.
 [16]
 Yan found that with proper control, lattice 







Figure 1.2. Small DNA tile and their extended structure through sticky ends 
hybridization. 
1.1.3. 3D DNA Tiles. DNA nanostructure is an ideal template for nanomaterial 
assembly in 2D and 3D. Previous constructed 2D structures, including 2D arrays are 
good candidates to direct 2D assembly. However it is even more important to assemble 
nanomaterial in 3D: for example, metal NPs plasmonic field is mapped in 3D space, and 
protein protein interaction need good control in 3D direction. Ever since the invention of 
DNA nanotechnology field, researchers tried to build 3D DNA structures. Chen and 
Seeman constructed the first DNA 3D structure, DNA cube with 10 strands.
 [17]
 Zhang 
and Seeman built truncated octahedron with 4-arm junction unit.
 [18]
 
Goodman and Turberfield used 4 strands to construct a rigid DNA tetrahedron 
structure with each face covered by one DNA strand.
[19, 20]
 AFM image can clearly prove 
the formation of tetrahedron. With fuel strands, DNA tetrahedron structure can be switch 









Yu and Mao employed three-point-star tile to construct different DNA polyhedron 
structures. With longer loop (5 bases) in the middle of tile and 75nM unit concentration, 
DNA tetrahedron could be constructed; with shorter loop (3 bases), low concentration 
(50nM) could produce dodecahedron and high concentration (500nM) could create 





Figure 1.3. 3D DNA structures. A) DNA cubic; B) DNA Octahedron; C) DNA 
tetrahedron; D) DNA polyhedron formed with three-point-star. 
1.1.4. DNA finite array and DNA Origami. Large 2D array produced large 
template for material assembly, however formed 2D array did not have controlled size 
and boundary, which would limit its application for site specific attachment. These 
limitations make construction of finite sized DNA arrays is desirable. 
Park and LaBean constructed 16 different 4×4 tiles array specifically,
[24]
 and with 
particular designed sticky ends, 80 nm × 80 nm finite sized structure had been assembled. 
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Yan and Reif utilized long ssDNA as scaffold to assemble DX tiles together, forming 
barcode patterned lattices, which can achieved high yield and specificity.
 [25]
 
In 2006, Paul Rothemund expanded the scaffold strategy further to introduce 
DNA origami technology,
 [26]
 which was a milestone for DNA nanotechnology field. 
DNA origami is a DNA structure constructed with long circular ssDNA, named M13, 
which has 7249 bases, and 200 short ssDNA, named staples, holding the scaffold in place. 
The resulted DNA structures were roughly 100 nm in diameter with desired shapes such 
as triangle, square, five-pointed star and smally faces, as shown in figure4. Furthermore, 
each staple could serve as a 6-nm pixel, which made the structure to be programmable, 
bearded with complex information. With proper designed staple linkers, DNA origami 
could be assembled together to form even larger structures with more information 
encoded. This achieved spatially addressable DNA origami structure with high 
complexity, revolutionarily changed the field. After the introduction of DNA origami to 
the field, many developments had been achieved. 
Douglas and Shih expanded the concept to 3D space.
[27]
 With developed software, 
named caDNAno, different 3D DNA origami could be constructed, including monolith, 
square nut, railed bridge, genie bottle, stacked cross, slotted cross, with precisely 
controlled dimension ranging from 10-100nm.  After that, Dietz and Shih introduced 
twist and curve into DNA origami.
 [28]
 With targeted insertions and deletions of base pairs, 
DNA bundles could be developed with controllable twist or curve.  Han and Yan 
expanded the curved DNA origami structure further to have intricate curved surfaces in 
3D space.
[29]
 Concentric rings of DNA were used to generate in-plane curvature, while 
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out-of-plane curvature was introduced by adjusting the particular position and pattern of 
crossovers between adjacent DNA double helices. 
Recently, Wei and Peng developed single-stranded tile (SST), 
[30]
 a canvas 
strategy, to the field. SST was constructed with only ssDNA, and this scaffold free 
strategy had been used to construct 100 different structures. With the same strategy, Ke 
and Peng extended the cavas method to 3D space, named DNA bricks, 
[31]
 which had 





Figure 1.4. DNA Origami structures. A) DNA Origami design in detail; B) 2D DNA 
Origami structure; C) 3D DNA Origami structure; D) DNA Origami with curvature in 3D; 
1.1.5. Interfacing with inorganic materials. The spatial addressability of DNA 
structures makes it an ideal template for nanomaterial assembly, and they had been used 
to direct the assembly of different materials, including inorganic materials and 
biomolecular for different purposes. 
Le and Kiehl reported the first example to assembly inorganic materials on DNA 
template.
[32]
 They employed DX tile assembled 2D arrays to assemble DNA 
functionalized AuNPs, creating controlled density AuNPs arrays, which could be used in 
nanoscale integrated circuits for logic, memory, sensing, and other applications. After 
that, Yan group expanded the concept of interfacing DNA structures with inorganic 
materials. Sharma and Yan assembled AuNPs onto DNA origami template with improved 
yield.
 [33, 34]
 Pal and Yan functionalized AgNPs 
[35] 
and Au nanorods 
[36]
 with DNA, and 
assembled them onto DNA triangle origami separately. 
Kuzyk and Liedl assembled AuNPs on DNA Origami template in chiral pattern,
 
[37]
 achieved plasmonic structure with strong circular dichroism signal, which proved that 
DNA structure has much more potential regarding the application with inorganic material. 
Deng and Liu functionalized Quantum Dots with phosphorothiolated DNA, and 
assembled with DNA origami template with high yield, for futhre photonic study.
 [38]
 
Maune and Winfree arranged single-walled carbon nanotubes on DNA origami 








Figure 1.5. DNA structure template assembly of inorganic materials. A) DX tile array 
template assembly of AuNPs; B) AuNPs assembled on 4×4 structure with optimized 
protocol; C) AuNPs helical array formed with 3D DNA Origami with strong chiral 
property; D) Assemble QDs on DNA Origami template; E) Assembled SWNT array on 
DNA Origami; 
1.1.6. Interfacing with biomolecules. Li and Yan was the first to report 
assembled protein on DNA scaffolds.
 [40]
 With biotin labeled DNA strands, streptavidin 
could be attached onto TX tiles through strong interaction between streptavidin and biotin. 
To attach protein on DNA structures, different strategies had been applied, including 
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aptamer method, a sequence of DNA, RNA or peptide that is selected to bind to a specific 
target through SELEX approach, and chemical modification method to link DNA with 
protein. Rinker and Yan utilized 5HX to study multivalent binding effect on aptamer 
protein binding.
 [41]
 With controlled distance between two aptamers on 5HT, the affinity 
between DNA structure and target protein thrombin was measured, which showed that 
bivalent interaction is much stronger than monovalent interaction. Fu and Yan used 
chemical method to link DNA with enzymes, and arranged two cascade enzymes,
 [42]
 
Glucose oxidase (GOx) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) together on DNA origami 
template to study distance dependent activity change. 
Zhang and Mao organized protein in 3D with self-assembled symmetric DNA 
polyhedral.
 [43]
 With spatially organized biotin strands, on polyhedron arm, streptavidin 
could be anchored inside DNA polyhedron structure. Crawford and Kapanidis applied the 
protein DNA noncovalent interaction to encapsulate a transcription factor inside DNA 
tetrahedron cage with controlled orientation.
 [44]
 
Derr and Reck-Peterson utilized DNA structure template to investigate the 
mechanisms of microtubule-based motors.
[45]
 3D DNA origami was used as synthetic 
cargo, carried with varying numbers of DNA oligonucleotide-linked motors, which 
allowed for control of motor type, number, spacing and orientation in vitro. After labeled 






Figure 1.6. DNA structure template assembly of protein. A) Streptavidin assembled on 
4×4 array; B) Assembled thrombin on DNA tile through bivalent aptamer interaction; C) 
Enzyme cascades assembled on DNA Origami with controlled distance; D) DNA 
Origami as carrier to study motor process. 
1.1.7. DNA Structure Immobilized on Surface. To bridge DNA nanotechnology 
with top-down method together, approaches to place DNA structure placement on surface 
are in demand. Kershner and Wallraff 
[46, 47]
 described a method of using electron-beam 
lithography and dry oxidative etching to create DNA origami-shaped binding sites on 
technologically useful materials. In the buffer with 100mM MgCl2, DNA origami could 
bind on surface with high selectivity and good orientation. Ding and Yan demonstrated 
fixed length DNA origami tubes, 
[48]
 modified with thiol groups, could be anchored in 





Figure 1.7. DNA structure placement on surface. A) Gold island directed immobilization 
of DNA tube on surface; B) EBL pattern placed DNA Origami, carried AuNPs, on 
surface. 
 1.1.8. DNA Structure Application in vivo. Delebecque and Silver 
[49]
 designed 
and assembled multidimensional RNA structures and used them as scaffolds for the 
spatial organization of bacterial metabolism. Engineered RNA modules were assembled 
into discrete, 1D, and 2D scaffolds with distinct protein-docking sites and used to control 
the spatial organization of a hydrogen-producing pathway, as shown in figure 8. Douglas 
and Church
 [50]
 described an autonomous DNA nanorobot capable of transporting 
molecular payloads to cells, sensing cell surface inputs for conditional, triggered 
activation, and reconfiguring its structure for payload delivery. Nanorobots loaded with 
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combinations of antibody fragments were used in two different types of cell-signaling 
stimulation in tissue culture. 
 
 
Figure 1.8. DNA structure in vivo application. A) Assembled RNA structure for 
developing artificial pathway; B) DNA cage nanorobot as logic gate; 
1.2. Inorganic Materials 
1.2.1. Inorganic Material Assembly. Ensembles of nanoparticles show 
properties that are quite different from those of discrete nanoparticles and corresponding 
bulk materials, because of quantum effect at nanoscale. Coupling of the surface plasmons, 
excitons or magnetic moments of individual nanoparticles or from a coherent state of 
collections of nanoparticles will result in new collective nanoparticle properties. 
 [51]
 
When nanoparticles are placed sufficiently close to each other, near-field coupling 
between the surface plasmon of the neighbouring nanoparticles occurs owing to the 
transfer and confinement of electromagnetic energy. Plasmonic nanoantennase create 
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highly enhanced local fields when pumped resonantly, leading to increased Raman 
scattering and fluorescence signal. For example, Kinkhabwala and Moerner observed 
enhancement of a single molecule’s fluorescence up to a factor of 1340 using gold 





Figure 1.9. Coupling of plasmons and bowties nanoantennas. A) Metal NP plasmonic 
field; B) Bowties structure enhanced fluorescence signal for over thousands times; (Scale 
bar: 100nm) 
 1.2.2. Different Scaffolds.  
Peptide scaffold. Peptide has 20 amino acid residues, and each one can be coded 
with different information, which makes peptide scaffold bear more information than 
DNA scaffold. However until now it is still a great challenge to construct design shaped 
peptide structure. Many inorganic nanoparticle superstructures, including nanoparticle 
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chains, nanoparticle sheets, nanoparticle spheres, and nanoparticle double helices, had 
been designed and synthesized using peptide-based method through different interactions, 
including electrostatic interaction and metal coordination interaction.
[53]
 For example, 
Wang and co-workers demonstrated that T1 peptide self assembled nanofibers would 




Polymer scaffold. Polymer scaffold technique has been developed for long time, 
and different shaped polymer structure has been constructed, including sphere, tube 
shaped structure with controlled parameters. However polymer structures are usually 
constituted with one or two units, which make polymer scaffold bear less information. 
Chen reported the measurement of the ensemble-averaged Surface Enhanced Raman 
Spectrum (SERS) enhancement factor from spatially isolated colloidal nanosclusters with 
polymer scaffolds.
 [55]
 They used polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid) (PSPAA) to 
enclose and protect Au@Ag core-shell NPs, and separated with enriched in dimer (85%) 
and trimers (70%) and found the enhanced SERS signal, as shown in figure 10. 
Compared with DNA scaffold, peptide scaffold has more information encoded, 
because of 20 amino acid residues; however peptide structures can also be hard to control. 
For polymer scaffold, although they are easily accomplished, they do not have enough 
parameter to change for different organization. In conclusion, DNA scaffold has enough 
information to be coded and are easily to be designed, which makes it a better template 





Figure 1.10. Peptide scaffold and polymer scaffold. A) Peptide scaffold directed 
assembly of AuNPs; B) Polymer directed formation of Au monomer, dimer and trimer 
and their SERS enhancement; 
 1.2.3. Nanomaterial Assembly in 3D. Plamonic field of metal NP is mapped in 
3D space, which means controlled assembly of metal NPs in 3D is important for 
chemical sensing, nanophotonics and photocatalysis.
 [56, 57] 
One example is to assemble 
nanomaterial in 3D chiral pattern.
 [58, 59]
 
Chiral is defined as object lacks Sn symmetry elements. Although random 
structure can also have chirality from definition, people are usually interested structure 
with consistent chirality over long range, for example, helical spring and the rotational 
symmetry (Cn axis) in fans or propellers.  Chirality in nanostructures could potentially be 
very useful. Chiral nanostructures could interact with chiral biomolecules; and chiral 
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springs, gears and propellers could potentially create a new dimension of mechanical 
applications in nanodevices. The physical properties of chiral nanostructures could be of 
interest, for example, chiral plasmonic nanostructures had been shown to have the ability 
to rotate the plane of the polarization of light. Moreover, the high sensitivity of plasmonic 
coupling to the interparticle distances in a chiral cluster could be explored for developing 
a ‘plasmon ruler’ that uses CD spectra. Moreover, chiral metal nanostructures of a few 
nm in size could provide a new platform for asymmetric catalysis with high surface area 
and stable metallic structure. In addition, according to the theory developed, chiral 
structure would have negative refractive index, which had never been observed. Self 
assembly of metal NPs with chiral properties would be the first experimental 
demonstration for negative refractive index, which will have wide range of applications 
in biology and physics, including the structural determination of proteins and DNA and 
further investigation on photonics. However, the synthesis of chiral material in nanometer 
scale is still a great challenge, because they are too big to be made by well-established 
molecular synthesis, and too small to be made individually by top-down methods. DNA 
nanostructure provided an ideal template to assemble metal NPs with chiral properties. 
Figure 11 showed several examples for chiral nanostructures; Wu et al. reported the 
construction of helical structures formed inside AAO nanochannels with different 
diameters. [60] Chen et al. demonstrated the arrangement of AuNPs in a double helix 
configuration on a helical polypeptide superstructure. [61] Guerrero-Martinez observed 
plasmonic circular dichroism in chiral 3D organizations of gold nanorods obtained by 







Figure 1.11. 3D chiral assembly examples. 
1.2.4. Single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) field effect transistor (FET).  
SWNT properties. In 1991, Sumio Iijima discovered carbon nanotubes in high-
resolution electron microscopy,
 [62]
 with graphite-like materials closed in on itself to form 
cylinders with diameter from 1nm up to several nanometers. Single-walled carbon 
nanotube is a layer sidewall carbon nanotube structure, with extraordinary aspect ratio 
(cm in length and nm in diameter) strong local covalent structure, and long-range 
structure that is essentially free of defects. SWNT have some remarkable properties, such 
as extraordinary strong rigidity, and SWNT can be either metallic or semiconducting 





DNA wrapped SWNT. In 2003, Zheng
 [64, 65]
 discovered that ssDNA could be 
used to disperse SWNT solution, with DNA wrapped on SWNT sidewall through 
stacking interaction between SWNT sidewall and DNA bases, as shown in figure 12. 
After that, Zheng found with the help of size exclusive chromatography, SWNT-DNA 
complex could be separated with discrete length.
[66] 
Furthermore, Zheng discovered that 
DNA sequence can selectively bind to SWNT with specific chirality, which could be 
used to separate 12 major single-chirality semiconducting species. 
[67]
 
SWNT FET device. Field effect transistor
 [68]
 is a transistor that uses electric field 
to control the shape and hence the conductivity of a channel of one type of charge carrier 
in a semiconductor material, and FET is one of the most important devices now. The 
excellent conductivity properties of SWNTs make them ideal wiring candidates for 
molecular-scale circuitry. Lieber reported 
[69]
 on a nanowire crossbar fabrication 
approach that employed microfluidics to align nanowires within lithographically defined 
channels, coupled with deposition onto a chemically patterned surface. Diehl and Heath 
described electric field assisted deposition and orientation of SWNT. 
[70]
 However all the 
above method cannot control precisely control the SWNT array distance and angles, and 





Figure 1.12. SWNT FET device. A) SWNT structure; B) DNA wrapped SWNT; C) 
eletrofield assisted deposition of SWNT FET array; 
1.3. Interface with Biology 
 1.3.1. In vivo Compartment. Enzymes are large biological molecules 
responsible for the thousands of chemical inter-conversions that sustain life. They are 
highly selective catalysis, greatly accelerating both the rate and specificity of metabolic 
reactions. Enzymes are organized in three levels in vivo: 
[69]
 firstly, metabolism pathway 
enzymes are confined in compartment; secondly, protein scaffolds are applied to organize 
enzymes together with controlled order and ratio; thirdly, more precisely control of 
orientation will result in substrate tunneling to transfer intermediate more efficiently;  
Cell faces many challenges regarding enzyme catalytic reactions. First, some 
enzymes suffer from slow turnover, which resulted in flux imbalances or bottlenecks in 
pathways. Second, diffusion of volatile intermediates through the cell membrane resulted 
in their loss from the cell. Third, biosynthetic pathways could generate toxic 
intermediates that inhibit growth. Finally, metabolites could participate in multiple 
competing reactions, reducing their availability for any single pathway. To deal with 
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these challenges, nature had evolved compartmentalization 
[70]
 strategies, such as large 
enzyme complexes and organelles, to spatially organize metabolism. 
 1.3.2. Compartment Examples. In some bacteria, carboxysomes encapsulate 
ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase (RuBisCO) and carbonic anhydrase 
(CA), enzymes involved in the rate-limiting step of the Calvin cycle. 
[71]
 They are 
proposed to help overcome the slow turnover rate of RuBisCO by providing a high local 
concentration of carbon dioxide to the enzyme. 
The ethanolamine utilization (Eut) microcompartment sequesters acetaldehyde, a volatile 
and toxic intermediate of the ethanolamine utilization pathway. 
[72]
 
 1.3.3. Compartment Examples.  
Liposome. Lipids, often in the form of membranes, are widely used to 
encapsulate reactions in nature. Lipid vesicles and oil emulsions have been used to 
perform a wide variety of reactions in vitro, such as gene expression, sequencing, and 
evolution of new enzymes. Graff and Meier reported 
[73]
 to study enzyme activity 
internalized inside liposome, which was incorporated with membrane channel protein, 
and found enzyme kinetic did not change compared with free enzyme. 
Capsid. A capsid is the protein shell of a virus, which consists of several 
structural subunits made of protein called protomers. At low pH, protomers would 
assemble to form capsid, with small pore (<2nm) on surface, which will be ideal for 
substrate and product diffusion. Nolte 
[74]
 reported the incorporation of horseradish 
peroxidase (HRP) enzymes in the inner cavity of capsid, and found increased turnover 
numbers, with single molecule fluorescence technique. However, the encapsulation was 
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accomplished by random diffusion of enzyme inside cavity before the formation of 
capsid structure, so the encapsulation yield was still very low. 
Polymer. Similar with polymer directed encapsulation with inorganic materials, 
polymers could also be used to encapsulate enzymes to mimic compartment. Liu and Lu 
[75]
 showed that two or more enzymes with complementary functions could be assembled 
and encapsulated within a thin polymer shell to form enzyme nanocomplexes, which 
exhibited improved catalytic efficiency and enhanced stability compared with free 
enzymes, as shown in figure13. Furthermore, the toxic intermediates generated by one 
enzyme can be promptly eliminated by another enzyme. 
Inorganic tube. Inorganic materials had been used as enzymes support for 
enzyme catalytic reactions. Immoblization of enzymes on an appropriate inorganic 
material support could increase their stability and activity under a broader range of 
conditions. Sang and Coppens 
[76]
 systematically studies interaction of proteins with the 
surface of cylindrical nanopores to elucidate how surface curvature and surface chemistry 
affect the conformation and activity of confined proteins in an aqueous, buffered 
environment. 
DNA tube. Spatially addressable DNA structure has been used to study distance 
dependent enzyme activity. Wilner 
[77]
 reported to attach enzyme cascades or cofactor-
mediated biocatalysis to DNA strips, and observed enhanced enzyme activity. Fu and 




Fu and Fan 
[78]
 reported to assemble cascade enzymes, GOx, HRP on planar and 
tube origami, and found the activity increased after roll the planar origami to tube 
morphology. 
Rudiuk and Baigl 
[79]
 reported enzyme activity boost after conjugated with giant 
DNA. They conjugated several enzymes with lambda DNA, and found Kcat value 
increased 2-3 folds, which may resulted from negative charged DNA environment can 
stabilize internalized enzyme. 
 
 
Figure 1.13.  Microcompartment (carboxysome, capside and polymersome, inorganic 





 1.4.1 A Route to Scale Up DNA Origami Using DNA Tiles as Folding Staples.     
A new strategy is presented to scale up DNA origami using multi-helical DNA tiles as 
folding staples. Atomic force microscopy images demonstrate the two-dimensional 
structures formed by using this strategy. 
1.4.2. Organizing DNA Origami Tiles Into Larger Structures Using Pre-
formed Scaffold Frames. Structural DNA nanotechnology utilizes DNA molecules as 
programmable information-coding polymers to create higher order structures at the 
nanometer scale. An important milestone in structural DNA nanotechnology was the 
development of scaffolded DNA origami in which a long single stranded viral genome 
(scaffold strand) is folded into arbitrary shapes by hundreds of short synthetic 
oligonucleotides (staple strands). The achievable dimensions of the DNA origami tile 
units are currently limited by the length of the scaffold strand. Here we demonstrate a 
strategy referred to as “superorigami” or “origami of origami” to scale up DNA origami 
technology. First, this method uses a collection of bridge strands to prefold a single 
stranded DNA scaffold into a loose framework. Subsequently, preformed individual 
DNA origami tiles are directed onto the loose framework so that each origami tile serves 
as a large staple. Using this strategy, we demonstrate the ability to organize DNA origami 
nanostructures into larger spatially addressable architectures, shown in chapter 3. 
 1.4.3. Encapsulation of Gold Nanoparticles in a DNA Origami Cage. A 
critical challenge in nanoparticle (NP) surface functionalization is to label the NP surface 
with a single copy of a functional group or to display multiple, unique molecules on the 
NP surface with control of the orientation and intermolecular distance. This challenge 
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was addressed with the construction of a spatially addressable, self-assembling DNA 
origami nanocage that encapsulates gold nanoparticles and interrupts its surface 
symmetry. 
 1.4.4. DNA Origami Templated Self-assembly of Discrete Length Single Wall 
Carbon Nanotubes. Constructing intricate geometric arrangements of components is one 
of the central challenges of nanotechnology. Here we report a convenient, versatile 
method to organize discrete length single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) into complex 
geometries using 2D DNA origami structures. First, a size exclusion HPLC purification 
protocol was used to isolate uniform length, SWNTs labeled with single stranded DNA 
(ssDNA). The nanotube-bound ssDNA are composed of two domains: a SWNT binding 
domain and a linker binding domain. Although initially bound to the SWNTs, the linker 
domain is displaced from the surface by the addition of an external ssDNA linker strand. 
One portion of the linker strand is designed to form a double helix with the linker binding 
domain, compelling the DNA to project away from the SWNT surface. The remainder of 
the linker strand contains an ssDNA origami recognition sequence available for 
hybridization to a DNA origami nanostructure. Two different 2D DNA origami 
structures, a triangle and a rectangle, were used to organize the nanotubes. Several 
arrangements of nanotubes were constructed, with defined tube lengths and inter-tube 
angles. The uniform tube lengths and positional precision that this method affords may 
have applications in electronic device fabrication, shown in chapter 5. 
 1.4.5. DNA Origami Cage Trapping Enzyme: Protection and Boosting 
Enzyme Activity. Intracellular compartments are a key factor in cell metabolism.
[1-4] 
These evolved confined compartments ensure efficient intermediate transfer for slow 
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turnover rates reaction, elimination competing metabolic reactions, and toxic 
intermediates. Construction of functional enzyme complexes that are confined in similar 
way remains challenging.
[5-8] 
Here we utilize spatial addressable DNA Origami structure 
to encapsulate enzymes to mimic compartment phenomenal. Enzymes, which are 
chemically modified with ssDNA, can be assembled into DNA Origami cage with high 
yield. The DNA Origami ‘shell’ can protect internalized enzyme from degradation 
factors, such as protease, metal ions and BSA. Furthermore, internalized enzymes 
showed enhanced activity, which resulted from 5-10 folds increase of Vmax value, 
compared with fresh enzymes. With DNA Cage system, cascades enzymes can be 
assembled together to increase intermediate transfer efficiency. 
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A Route to Scale Up DNA Origami Using DNA Tiles as Folding Staples Adapted with 
permission from Zhao, Z.; Yan, H.; Liu, Y,: A Route to Scale Up DNA Origami Using 
DNA Tiles as Folding Staples, Angew Chem Int Ed, 2010,  49, 1414–1417. Copyright 
2010 Wiley-VCH. 
2.1. Abstract 
 A new strategy is presented to scale up DNA origami using multi-helical DNA 
tiles as folding staples. Atomic force microscopy images demonstrate the two-
dimensional structures formed by using this strategy. 
2.2. Introduction 
 DNA-based molecular self-assembly offers an efficient route to fabricate 
nanostructures of increasing complexity. 
[1]
 Recently, progress in structural DNA 
nanotechnology has demonstrated that DNA tiles consisting of branched DNA junction 
motifs can be used as versatile building blocks for programmable construction of two- 
and three-dimensional structures with custom-designed surface patterns.
[2–4]
 These 
nanostructures can be used as templates to organize proteins and nanoparticles into 
rationally designed patterns.
[5–16] 
An important milestone for the advance of structural 
DNA nanotechnology was the development of a DNA nanostructure folding strategy, 
called scaffolded DNA origami, which was achieved by Rothemund.
[17]
 In this technique, 
a long single-stranded viral genome (M13 phage) serving as a scaffold is arranged in a 
2D plane following a designated folding path, and hundreds of short oligonucleotides, 
termed staple strands, hybridize with the scaffold strand through complementary base 
pairing to form many branched DNA junctions between adjacent helices. The staple 
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strands assist the folding of the scaffold strand into planar 2D arrays with custom-
designed shapes defined by the initial scaffold folding path. Recently, the concept of 
DNA origami has been applied to engineer a series of 3D DNA nanostructures with a 
broad range of geometric complexities, 
[18–23]
 thus further showing that DNA is one of the 
most promising materials to achieve highly programmable self-assembling systems that 
mimic the complexity of nature. 
 One critical challenge facing the further development of DNA origami technology 
is to scale up the size of DNA origami structures. Herein we present a new strategy to 
construct 2D DNA origami of larger dimensions using rectangular-shaped DNA tiles as 
staple tiles rather than using traditional staple strands. A small portion of the M13 





Figure 2.1. Experimental design. A) The formation of Rothemund’s origami using many 
short staple strands to fold a single-stranded M13 DNA scaffold following a 
predetermined path into a closely packed 2D pattern. B) Formation of a larger-sized 
origami using a number of multihelical tiles, each containing single-stranded extensions 
at the four corners (short black lines; arrows indicate 3’ ends) as staple tiles, together with 
a number of bridge strands (blue) to fold the M13 DNA scaffold into a predetermined 2D 
structure. C) Self-assembly of the staple tiles, each being an 8-helix tile, 5 full helical 
turns long of about 17 nm×16 nm. Each 8HX tile contains 18 strands of varying length, 
of which 16 strands remain unchanged, with two strands (one on the top and one on the 
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bottom) extended with different sequences of single stranded overhangs to base-pair with 
different parts of the M13strands. 
 Using Rothemund’s original strategy, a segment of M13 can be folded by many 
short DNA staple strands into a rectangular shaped 2D origami of about 34 nm× 22 nm in 
dimension (Figure 1A). In our new strategy (Figure 1B), we use nine staple tiles, each of 
which is an eight-helix tile 
[24]
 (Figure 1C) with protruding single-stranded overhangs at 
the four corners that base-pair with the M13 scaffold. Together with additional bridge 
strands, a segment of M13 of the same length can be folded into a fully packed 2D 
origami of circa 70 nm×54 nm in two dimensions, which is more than quadruple the size 
of the structure shown in Figure 1A. In principle, it is possible to use the staple-tile 
strategy to scale-up 2D DNA origami using the full-length M13 scaffold. This strategy 
may be further scaled up using larger staple tiles, such as a single tile of origami, to fold a 
longer scaffold strand (e.g. origami of origami). 
As a proof-of-concept demonstration, we tested the construction of three fully 
packed 2D origami structures using altered numbers of staple tiles. The total numbers of 
tiles used in the three constructs are 5×5=25 (90 nm×110 nm), 7×8=56 (140 nm×200 
nm), and 5×11=55 (100 nm×280 nm). Additionally, a number of short bridge strands 
were used to guide the folding of the M13 scaffold into a flexible framework with 
correctly spaced cavities to facilitate access of the individual helper tiles to the scaffold. 
Single-stranded thymine, T2, was added at the ends of each helix to reduce inter-tile end-
to-end base stacking. To minimize the cost of DNA synthesis, the core sequences of each 
individual eight-helix tile were kept the same, and only the DNA oligomers containing 
the overhangs that hybridize with the scaffold were modified. The scaffold used in the 
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study was the single-stranded M13 mp18, (7249 nucleotides (nt) in length), same as that 
used in Rothemund_s original origami experiments.
[17] 
The final structures were designed 
so that 41%, 88%, or 90% of the scaffold strand were basepaired with the overhangs of 
the staple tiles and the bridge strands. The remaining scaffold was left as an unpaired 
loop at one side of the helices. 
2.3. Materials and Methods 
 The formation of the three DNA origami structures using the staple-tile folding 
strategy were carried out in a two-step annealing procedure: 1) individual eight-helix 
staple tiles with unique overhangs at the four corners were annealed from 90°C to 4°C in 
1xTAE-Mg buffer (pH 8.0), containing 20 mm Tris acetate, 1 mm EDTA, and 12.5 mm 
Mg(OAc)2; in a separate tube, M13 scaffold strands and all of the bridge strands were 
annealed together in the same buffer conditions from 90°C to 4°C. 2) The above two 
solutions were mixed together and further annealed from 45 °C to 4°C using various 
lengths of time to form the final structures. The molar ratio of the bridge strands to staple 
tiles to M13 scaffold was 10:2:1 for each assembly. The individual eight-helix tile has a 
melting temperature circa 65°C, 
[24] 
so it should be stable at 45°C. In our design, each 
individual eight-helix staple tile shares the same core sequence, so it is necessary to form 
the eight-helix tile first to prevent them from forming mismatched pairs with the M13 
scaffold strand. The pre-annealing of the M13 scaffold strand with the bridge strands 
prepares the scaffold strand to pre-fold with a defined path, so that in the second 
annealing step, each individual staple tile can efficiently fill in the correctly spaced 
cavities along the scaffold to form the final target structure. 
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Folding of the 5×5 structure was quick and efficient. Complete 5×5 structures were 
observed with a 12 h thermal annealing from 45°C to 4°C. The formation of the 7×8 
structure took a longer time. The correct folding was observed with annealing over the 
course of 60 h. The formation of the 5×11 structure was the least efficient process, with a 
limited yield even after 100 h of annealing. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Agarose gel images that confirm the formation of the 5×5 and 7×8 structures. 
A) 5×5 structure. Lane 1: 100 bp marker ladder with a maximum marker size of 3000 bp; 
lane 2: single-stranded M13; lanes 3–9: annealed 5×5 structures at different Mg2+ 
concentrations (12.5 mm to 20 mm); lane 10: 8HX scaffold tiles. 0.7% agarose gel was 
used. B) 7×8 structure. Lane 1: 100 bp marker with a maximum marker size of 1000 bp; 
lane 2: single-stranded M13; lane 3: annealed mixture of 7×8 structure in 1.2xTAE-Mg 
buffer (15 mm Mg). 0.3% agarose gel was used. The gels were stained with ethidium 
bromide. 
 The annealed mixtures were subjected to non-denaturing agarose gel 
electrophoresis (Figure 2, and Supporting Information, Figure S8) to check the yield of 
the target structures and purification. For the 5×5 structure, two distinct bands appeared 
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that migrated more slowly than the M13 single strand. The relative intensities of these 
two bands showed no significant variation with an increase of the Mg
2+
 concentration 
from 12.5 mm to 20 mm with circa 1 mm increments. For the 7×8 and 5×11 structures, 
the agarose gel images (Figure 2B, and Supporting Information, Figure S8) showed one 
distinct slower migrating band. These two structures showed a higher yield with a 
moderately higher Mg
2+
 concentration (15 mm). It seems that this particular 
concentration of divalent cations aids the folding of the larger origami structures. From 
Figure 2 it appears that the M13 scaffold is fully consumed to form lower mobility 
structures. By measuring the relative intensity ratio of the target bands from the 
corresponding lane, excluding the faster migrating excessive helper tiles and bridge 
strands, the estimated yields are about 70% for the 5×5 structure (the lane used for AFM 
imaging) and circa 48% for the 7×8 structure. The bands (or smears) appeared above the 
target structures may come from misfolded products, as single stranded M13 scaffold 
may still contain some secondary structures at the initial temperature used (45°C) in the 





Figure 2.3. A) AFM images of the 5×5 structure. Scale bars in the insets are 20 nm. B) 
AFM pictures for the 7×8 structures. Scale bars in the insets are 40 nm. The yield of the 
desired structure is high, although the absence of one to three tiles at random positions is 
observed. 
 Both of the prominent slower migration bands for the 5×5 structure were excised 
from the gel and gently extracted using Freeze-N-Squeeze columns. The purified 
structures were then deposited on mica and imaged in liquid by tapping mode atomic 
force microscopy (AFM). The AFM images (Figure 3A, see also the Supporting 
Information for more images) show that both the higher and lower bands contain 
complete or nearly complete assembly of the desired structure with no obvious 
differences. For this 5×5 structure, nearly 60% of the M13 sequence remains as a large 
flexible loop out of the structure. The two distinct bands might have resulted from a part 
of the M13 strand in the loop region breaking into a linear strand, thereby causing 
significant differences in the migration speeds of the structures in the gel. 
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2.4. Results and Discussion 
AFM images (Figure 3) for the 5×5 and 7×8 structures reveal the correct folding 
of the designed structures using the staple tiles. Individual tiles of the correct dimension 
can be clearly distinguished in the images. The measured dimensions of the structures 
match the designed parameters. Both gel and AFM images demonstrate that the yield (or 
degree of completeness) of the final structure has a trend of 5×5>7×8. It is logical that in 
a reaction with more components, a lower overall yield would be expected.We also noted 
that the 7×8 structure had a higher yield than the complete 5×11 structure, although they 
contain similar number of tiles in the assembly (56 tiles versus 55 tiles). This lower yield 
of the complete 5×11 structure (estimated to be about 30%; see the Supporting 
Information, Figure S8) may be explained by the larger aspect ratio of the final 5×11 
structures (greater than 2:1, or even close to 3:1 when the stretching effect between the 
layers is considered), which resulted in unbalanced growth rates of the staple tiles in the 
vertical and lateral directions during the tile annealing. We tested the partial assembly of 
the 5×11 structure with various number of layers (8 to 11), and confirmed that fewer 
number of layers indeed gave better yields (see additional AFM images in the Supporting 
Information). 
The 7×8 structure prepared here contains a single copy of the M13 strand, with a 
molecular weight of about 20 million Daltons, and circa 30000 base pairs. This is about 
four times the size of Rothemund_s origami structure using the same length scaffold.
[17] 
Because the core of the 8HX staple tiles was kept constant, the 16 strands were purified 
and used repeatedly in the assembly. The total number of DNA strands with a unique 
sequence remained a manageable size: 248, which is only a marginal increase from the 
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original design of 226 strands used in the Rothemund’s rectangular DNA origami.[17] As 
we used a two-step annealing strategy, it is foreseeable that we can selectively modify 
strands in each tile at particular positions and use them to create addressable binding sites 
to direct the assembly of other materials. 
2.5. Conclusion 
In summary, we have demonstrated a new strategy to scale up DNA origami using 
multihelical DNA tiles as folding staples. This strategy currently works more efficiently 
in creating 2D structures with roughly equal dimension in the 2D plane. The yield may be 
further improved by designing DNA staple tiles of different aspect ratios and optimizing 
the annealing procedures based on thermodynamic parameters of the helper tiles. In 
principle this method could be applied to create large DNA origami nanostructures 
reaching the size domain of conventional photolithography techniques (1 um), which may 
become a viable approach to bridge bottom up self-assembly with top-down lithography. 
For example, if the individual Rothemund rectangular 2D origami of 60×90 nm
[17]
 were 
used as the staple tiles to fold a DNA scaffold of the size of l DNA (45 000 nucleotides, if 
a single strand of DNA of such length can be generated), it is possible to create super-
origami of circa 10×8 of such tiles with an overall size of 1 um×0.5 um. Such super-
origami should be easier to be patterned onto lithographically generated substrates. We 
anticipate the strategy demonstrated here could be combined together with other scale up 
techniques, such as hierarchical DNA assembly
[18, 19, 25, 26]
 or surface mediated self-
assembly,
[27, 28]
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Organizing DNA Origami Tiles Into Larger Structures Using Pre-formed Scaffold 
Frames 
Adapted with permission from Zhao, Z.; Yan, H.; Liu, Y.: Organizing DNA Origami 
Tiles Into Larger Structures Using Pre-formed Scaffold Frames,  Nano Letters, 2011, 11, 
2997–3002. Copyright 2011 American Society of Chemistry. 
3.1. Abstract 
 Structural DNA nanotechnology utilizes DNA molecules as programmable 
information-coding polymers to create higher order structures at the nanometer scale. An 
important milestone in structural DNA nanotechnology was the development of 
scaffolded DNA origami in which a long single stranded viral genome (scaffold strand) is 
folded into arbitrary shapes by hundreds of short synthetic oligonucleotides (staple 
strands). The achievable dimensions of the DNA origami tile units are currently limited 
by the length of the scaffold strand. Here we demonstrate a strategy referred to as 
“superorigami” or “origami of origami” to scale up DNA origami technology. First, this 
method uses a collection of bridge strands to prefold a single stranded DNA scaffold into 
a loose framework. Subsequently, preformed individual DNA origami tiles are directed 
onto the loose framework so that each origami tile serves as a large staple. Using this 
strategy, we demonstrate the ability to organize DNA origami nanostructures into larger 
spatially addressable architectures. 
3.2. Introduction 
 Since the introduction of scaffolded DNA origami
1
 the technology has been 







 nanostructures with a broad range of geometric complexities. One of 
the challenges to the functional development of DNA origami technology is to expand 
and adjust the size of the assemblies. Thus far the size has been restricted by the limited 
lengths of available single stranded DNA (ssDNA) scaffolds, where a 7 kilobase single 
stranded genome from the bacteriophage M13mp18 has become the standard. Two 
methods have recently been developed to address this problem. In the first approach, Shih 
and co-workers
15
 utilized a one-pot assembly strategy to produce two different origami 
structures from a single double stranded scaffold (7560 bps). To achieve this, the initial 
double stranded DNA scaffold was denatured by a combination of heat and formamide to 
get complete separation of the forward and reverse scaffold strands. While denatured, the 
mixture was quickly cooled to room temperature to promote the faster hybridization of 
the staple strands and kinetically trap the scaffold-staple complexes. The remaining 
formation of the structures was achieved by gradually removing the formamide by 
dialysis. In the second method Woolley and co-workers
4
 used biotinylated primers in a 
PCR reaction to obtain single stranded DNA (ssDNA) products to be used as scaffolds 
for the assembly of origami structures. Using this approach they generated several 
different DNA origamis with sizes ranging from 756 to 4808 bps. Although large double 
stranded genomes are a promising source for longer DNA origami scaffolds, it is still not 
known how to optimize the assembly of larger structures. As the scaffold strand gets 
significantly longer the number of staple strands required to fold the scaffold will also 
drastically increase, which may result in considerable sequence mismatches. 
Furthermore, shear forces applied to longer scaffolds may lead to DNA breaks and only 
partial assembly of the target structures.  
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Another strategy to create large DNA origami superstructures is to connect 
individual origami tiles through sticky end associations. Recently, a periodic 2D lattice of 
DNA origami tiles was achieved by Seeman and co-workers
16
. They used a symmetric 
cross-like design with the helical axes of the component DNA propagating in two 
perpendicular directions to avoid nonspecific polymerization. This design strategy led to 
large periodic DNA origami lattices with dimensions up to 2 µm × 3 µm. This design has 
not been applied to create large discrete architectures with multiple units. In another 
effort, Sugiyama and coworkers
17
 employed a ‘JigSaw puzzle strategy’ which relied on 
shape complementarity and sticky end association to create a large, discrete DNA 
origami structure composed of 9 different DNA origami tiles with overall assembly 
efficiency of ~35%.  
An alternative way to assemble larger DNA origami structures is to use more 
complex staples. We recently reported the use of 8-helix tiles (20 nm x 20 nm x 2nm), 
rather than single stranded oligonucleotides, as staples and demonstrated that DNA 
origami assemblies of more than 30000 bps can be constructed.
18
 Herein, we aim to 
determine whether the ‘tile staple’ concept can be applied to large DNA origami tiles 
(e.g. equilateral triangle shaped DNA origami tiles with 120 nm edges and 2 nm 
thickness) to create ‘origami of origami’ and, if successful, what are the key factors to 
achieve high assembly efficiency. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, a multi-step folding procedure is necessary to 
implement the ‘origami of origami’ strategy. First a series of DNA origami tiles, each 
with a unique set of single stranded extensions (probes) is assembled in separate tubes. 
Concurrently, a loose framework is constructed by folding a different single stranded 
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DNA scaffold with a separate group of bridge strands. Finally, the loose framework is 
folded further by the large, pre-formed origami tile staples through hybridization between 
the probes of the staple origami and the complementary sites within the loose framework. 
We demonstrated that very high assembly efficiencies (up to 85%) can be achieved by 
optimizing the formation of the loose framework and that the ‘origami of origami’ 
approach is a highly programmable approach to organize DNA origami tiles into larger 
complexes. The scaffold frames with three different design strategies was imaged (Figure 
S4), which showed that scaffolds formed flexible structure with bridges. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic illustrating the ‘origami of origami’. Top left: An M13 scaffold 
(black circular strand) is folded by a set of short DNA staples (blue strands) to form 
various individual DNA origami tiles. Each individual origami tile displays a group of 
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single stranded extensions that are subsequently used as sticky-points to interact with the 
pre-formed scaffold frames shown on the right. Top right: A PhiX174 scaffold (red 
circular strand) is folded by a set of bridge strands (black strands) to form the loose 
frameworks that interact with the individual pre-formed origami tiles to create the various 
super-origami structures shown at the bottom. 
 For our initial design (Figure 2) we used six triangular origami tiles (M13 
scaffold; 120 nm x 120 nm x 120 nm) as the preassembled staple tiles (shown in blue) 
and single stranded PhiX174 as the scaffold forming the loose framework (shown in red) 
to assemble hexagonally shaped super-origami structures.  The PhiX174 scaffold was 
partitioned into six equivalent loops; half of each loop was designed to interact with 
probes from a specific side of the triangular origami and the other half with a different 
side. The final side of the triangular origami tile remained unmodified. Three different 
strategies of association between the staple tiles and the framework scaffold were 
investigated with various yields of the final hexagonal super-structure.  It should be noted 
that the single stranded PhiX174 scaffold shares little sequence similarity with the M13 
scaffold so that any sequence overlap is minimal and can be neglected.   
For strategy 1 (Figure 2, left), 22 probes were extended from two sides of the 
triangular origami staple tiles. Each ssDNA probe consisted of 8-nucleotides (shown in 
blue) that were designed to hybridize directly to the PhiX174 scaffold at the 
corresponding positions. Bridge strands (~ 16 nts long, shown in black) were designed to 
hybridize to the remaining portions of the scaffold framework, holding the framework in 
place and maintaining the correct spacing. Each crossover point (junction) between the 
individual triangular origami and the scaffold framework is formed from the participation 
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of two probe strands. The distance between the neighboring crossovers of adjacent 
helices was kept at 32 bp, approximately three full turns.  
For strategy 2, in contrast to strategy 1, only 12 probes were extended from the 
sides of the triangular origami tiles. In this design only the 12 probes corresponding to 
positions farthest from the center (with respect to the hexagonal super-structure) were 
kept, while the 10 probes nearest the center were deleted. The bridge strands (32 nt each) 
were extended to include the deleted positions and designed to hybridize to the available 
portions of scaffold strand at those locations. In this way, the potential twisting and 
structural tension in the super-structure that might occur due to inclusion of non B-form 





Figure 3.2. Hexagonal shaped super-origami assembled from six individual triangular 
origami tiles. Three different strategies for the association between the origami tiles 
(blue) and the framework scaffold strand (red) are shown. Probe strands (dark blue, arrow 
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points to 3‘ end) were extended from two sides of each of the individual origami tile and 
were designed to hybridize to specific positions within the framework scaffold strand.  
Periodic bridge strands (black) were also designed to assist the folding of the framework 
scaffold.  AFM images of the final super-structures reveal varying efficiency among the 
designs, increasing from strategy 1 to strategy 3 (scale bar: 200 nm for zoom out images 
and 100 nm for zoom in images).  
 Strategy 3 involved the use of 11 probes spaced evenly along two arms of the 
triangular origami tiles. Unlike the first two strategies which contain reciprocal 
crossovers at the junctions between the individual triangular origami and the scaffold 
framework, each crossover point for strategy 3 is formed by a single probe strand. This 
design can more effectively relax any structural tension. 
3.3. Materials and Methods 
 For all three design strategies, the formation of the hexagonal shaped super-
origami was carried out in a two-step annealing procedure: 1) six individual triangular 
DNA origami tiles, with unique single stranded probes extended from two arms at 
selected positions, were annealed in separate tubes from 90 °C to 4 °C over 10 h in 
1×TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer (pH 8.0, 20 mM Tris acetate, 1 mM EDTA, and 12.5 mM 
Mg(OAc)2), with a 1:10 molar ratio of the M13 scaffold strand to the staple strands. The 
annealed structures were purified with 100 KD MWCO Microcon centrifugal filters to 
remove any excess staple strands. Concurrently, the PhiX174 framework scaffold strand 
and the entire set of bridge strands were mixed, with a 1:10 molar ratio of the PhiX174 
scaffold strand to the bridge strands, in a separate tube and annealed from 90 °C to 4 °C 
in 1×TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer.) The two solutions were subsequently mixed together (with a 
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1.5:1 or 2:1 molar ratio of individual origami tiles to framework scaffold) and annealed 
from 45 °C to 4 °C with a temperature gradient of 2°C per hour. The annealing program 
was repeated 10 times and in each consecutive cycle the starting temperature of the 
program was decreased by 0.5 °C. The entire annealing process lasted approximately 100 
hrs.  
3.4 Results and Discussion 
 In this design strategy each individual triangular DNA origami tile contains the 
same scaffold and most of the same staple strands, differing only in the locations and 
sequences of the probes; thus, it is necessary to form each of the individual origami tiles 
separately in the first step.  This prevents the individual origami tiles from forming 
incorrect associations with the PhiX174 scaffold strand. Assembly of the PhiX174 
scaffold with the bridge strands pre-folds the scaffold framework into approximately the 
desired shape so that the subsequent addition of the pre-formed individual tiles will 
proceed efficiently, with each individual origami tile fitting into the evenly spaced 
cavities along the scaffold. This process is analogous to protein folding in which stepwise 
folding provides fast, pre-determined kinetic pathways to efficiently achieve the most 
thermodynamically stable folded structure. 
The AFM images shown in Figure 2 reveal that strategy 3 has the best assembly 
efficiency, with approximately 85.0% complete (all six individual tiles) super-origami 
formation. The efficiency is calculated by multiplying the number of the complete 
hexagons by 6 and dividing the result by the total number of origami tiles. Strategy 2, 
which relieved some of the structural tension at the core of the hexagonal super-structure, 
resulted in ~ 34.6% assembly efficiency. Meanwhile, strategy 1 achieved only ~19.8% 
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assembly efficiency. Agarose gel was also used to characterize these super Origami 
structures, however the molecular weight of them (more than 30 MD) were too large that 
they cannot run into gel. Furthermore, from the AFM images it is evident that the super-
structure assembled by strategy 1 does not always form correctly; occasionally the 
individual origami tiles do not fit perfectly within the framework and the hexagonal 
superstructure often appears twisted or partially broken. The super-structures assembled 
by strategy 2 displayed improved morphology and those assembled by strategy 3 appear 
nearly perfect.  These results indicate that relaxing the structural tension within the 
superstructure, either by deliberate probe placement or through single stranded crossovers 
(rather than reciprocal crossovers) between the individual tiles and the scaffold, can 
significantly improve the efficiency of super-structure assembly.  In Rothemund’s 
original DNA origami report he attempted to utilize complementary sticky end 
association to organize six triangular DNA origami tiles into the same hexagonal 
structure.
1
 However, the reported assembly efficiency was only ~2%, lower than the 
efficiency achieved using all three strategies reported here, and much lower than what 
was achieved by strategy 3.   
  To test the versatility of our super-origami method we designed several other 
unique DNA origami staple tiles including square, hexagonal and diamond shaped tiles. 
For each of the additional staple tile systems we assembled the super-origami structures 
using the optimized folding strategy 3.  
The square shaped staple tile
14  
has four equivalent sides, with each side consisting 
of nine parallel helices decreasing in length from the outermost to innermost layer 
(Figure 3).  The longest helix is 224 base-pairs (bps), or 73 nm, in length. To form perfect 
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90 degree angles at each of the four corners, the length of helix n is designed to be 16 bps 
greater than the immediate neighboring helix n-1 (n corresponds the relative outer helical 
layer). This is based on the consideration that an 8 bp DNA duplex has a length of ~ 2.5 
nm; 2.5 nm is equal to the diameter of a single DNA double helix (2.0 nm) plus the 
estimated gap between two neighboring parallel double helices (0.5 nm). Nondenaturing 
gel electrophoresis (Figure S10) and AFM analysis (Figure S9) revealed that the square 
origami tiles formed properly with very high yield (>95%).  
PhiX174 scaffold framework was pre-formed to accommodate nine square 
origami tiles, ultimately arranged in a 3x3 pattern within the super-structure. The super-
structure was assembled following the same annealing procedure as described above, 
with 1:10:2 molar ratios between the PhiX174 scaffold strand, the bridges strands, and 
the pre-assembled square tiles. AFM images (Figure 3b) reveal that the super-structure is 
assembled with ~ 49% efficiency, somewhat lower than the folding efficiency for the 
triangle staple tile system.  
The lower efficiency may have several causes: 1) 9 origami tiles were used in the 
square staple tile super-structure, while only 6 tiles were used in the triangle staple tile 
super-structure. It is possible that as the final assembly grows larger there is a 
requirement for more units to simultaneously associate with the correct stoichiometry 
resulting in a less favorable kinetic situation. 2) Although the total number of probe-
scaffold framework connections is slightly more in the square staple tile super-structure 
than the triangle staple tile super-structure, 144 vs. 132, the number of probes per origami 
unit (on average) is fewer, 16 vs. 22. This is especially relevant to the 4 square tiles 
located in the corners of the square super-structure which are only linked to the scaffold 
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framework by 12 probes, far fewer than the 22 probes per triangular origami in the 
hexagonal super-structure.  Thus, the total enthalpy gain per origami unit tile is lower for 
the square tile than the triangular tile.  
    
Figure 3.3. Illustration Square, hexagonal and diamond shaped DNA origami staple tiles 
assembled into super-structures using the design strategy depicted in Figure 2. (a), (b) 
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Design and AFM images, respectively, of 3 x 3 square staple tiles assembled into a super-
structure. The length of each side of the individual square tiles is 73 nm; the length of 
each side of the super- structure is 240 nm. (c), (d) Design and AFM images, 
respectively, of 3 x 3 hexagonal staple tiles assembled into a super-structure. The length 
of each side of the hexagonal tiles is 53 nm; the length of each side of the super-structure 
is 285 nm. (e), (f) Design and AFM images, respectively, for mixed hexagonal and 
diamond staple tiles assembled into a super-structure. The length of each side of the 
diamond tiles is 53 nm; the dimensions of the super-structure are 220 nm × 375 nm.  
(scale bars: 200 nm). 
 The hexagonal shaped staple tile (Figure S12) was designed with similar 
principles as the square staple tile. Each side contains nine parallel helices decreasing in 
length from the outermost (160 bps, or ~52 nm) to the innermost layer. To achieve the 
120 degree angle at each corner, the length of helix n is designed to be 8 bps greater than 
the immediate neighboring helix n-1 (n corresponds the relative outer helical layer). Non-
denaturing gel electrophoresis (Figure S14) and AFM analysis (Figure S13) confirm that 
the hexagonal tiles form as designed with >95% yield. PhiX174 scaffold framework was 
pre-formed to accommodate nine hexagonal origami tiles assemble in the same manner as 
described above, with 1:10:1.5 molar ratios between the PhiX174 scaffold, the bridge 
strands, and the individual origami tiles. AFM images (Figure 3d) reveal that this super-
structure forms with efficiency ~55%, similar to the square staple tile system. The total 
number of probe-scaffold framework connections is ~ 160 and the average number of 
probe strands per hexagonal origami unit is 17.8, both of which are similar to the square 
super-origami structure.  
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The square and hexagonal staple tile super-structure assemblies demonstrate that 
nine individual origami unit tiles can be co-assembled with a PhiX174 scaffold 
framework with relatively high efficiency. Furthermore, each of the staple tile units share 
the same core strands, differing only in the sequences of the probe extensions which 
keeps the cost of super-structure assembly relatively low.  Even when you consider the 
need for a second scaffold strand (PhiX174 to form the scaffold framework, the cost to 
assemble a large super-structure increases by less than 1 fold compared to an individual 
tile.  
Finally, we designed a diamond shaped staple tile (Figure S16) and assembled it 
with the hexagonal staple tile and PhiX174 scaffold framework to form a super-structure 
with mixed staple tiles. The pattern of the final structure is similar to a tessellation 
pattern; the gaps between the hexagonal tiles are filled in by the smaller diamond shaped 
tiles (Figure 3e).  
The diamond shaped staple tile was also designed with similar principles as the 
hexagon and square staple tiles. Each side is composed of 9 parallel helices and the 
length of the outermost helix is 160 bps, or 53 nm, the same length as in the hexagonal 
tile. One end of each side forms a 120 angle with the adjacent side, and the other end 
forms a 60 degree angle with the other adjacent side. The same strategy employed for the 
hexagonal staple tiles was used to create the 120 degree angles, i.e. 4 bps were deleted 
from each helix n-1 compared to the outer neighboring helix (n); 13 bps were deleted to 
make the 60 degree angles. The formation of the diamond shaped staple tiles was 
confirmed by non-denaturing gel electrophoresis (Figure S18) and AFM analysis (Figure 
S17).  The entire M13 scaffold strand was not utilized to assemble the individual staple 
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tiles; the unused portion was left as an unpaired loop in the inner cavity of the diamond. 
The single stranded loops can be observed in the background behind the super-structures 
in the AFM images.   
Again the PhiX174 scaffold framework was pre-formed to accommodate the 
hexagonal and diamond shaped origami staple tiles and assembled in the same manner as 
described above, with 1:10:2:1.5 molar ratios between the PhiX174 scaffold, the bridge 
strands, the diamond shaped staple tiles and the hexagonal tiles. AFM results showed that 
the corresponding super-structure forms with ~ 41% efficiency. The lower efficiency may 
be related to the unique size and shape of the two origami staple tiles; notably, the 
diffusion and rotational dynamics of each of the tiles is expected to differ. In addition, the 
closely-packed design of the super-structure may impose considerable structural strain 
with the unit tiles experiencing increased steric hindrance. The unpaired region of the 
M13 scaffold within each staple tile may also interfere with the super-structure 
formation, ultimately reducing the overall yield.  
3.5. Conclusions 
In summary, we have improved and expanded upon the super-origami method 
that connects pre-assembled DNA origami tiles together to generate complex DNA 
super-structures. Uniquely shaped, geometric origami structures were designed and used 
as unit tiles to further assemble into large super-structures demonstrating the versatility of 
the method described here. The super-structures were assembled with high efficiency and 
exhibit an order of magnitude increase in size compared to the individual origami tile 
units. Super origami architectures formed from the triangular, square, hexagonal, 
hexagonal plus diamond origami unit tiles have molecular weights of 31.8 MD (96430 
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nt), 44.5 MD (134745 nt), 45.6 MD (138204 nt), 45.5 MD (137962 nt), respectively. The 
dimensions of the origami super-structures are close to the size domain of patterns 
generated by top-down photolithography, thus it may provide a viable approach to bridge 
bottom-up self-assembly with top-down methods and open up opportunities to build 
functional nanodevices. 
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Encapsulation of Gold Nanoparticles in a DNA Origami Cage 
Used with permission from Zhao, Z; Jacovetty E. L.; Liu, Y.; Yan, H.: Encapsulation of 
Gold Nanoparticles in a DNA Origami Cage, Angew Chem Int Ed, 2011, 50, 2041–2044. 
Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH. 
4.1. Abstract 
 A critical challenge in nanoparticle (NP) surface functionalization is to label the 
NP surface with a single copy of a functional group or to display multiple, unique 
molecules on the NP surface with control of the orientation and intermolecular distance. 
This challenge was addressed with the construction of a spatially addressable, self-
assembling DNA origami nanocage that encapsulates gold nanoparticles and interrupts its 
surface symmetry. 
4.2. Introduction  
A critical challenge in nanoparticle (NP) surface functionalization is to label the 
NP surface with a single copy of a functional group or to display multiple, unique 
molecules on the NP surface with control of the orientation and inter-molecular distance. 
Recently, a few elegant strategies have been developed to obtain nanoparticles with 
stoichiometric control of the number of attached ligands. These methods include the use 
of gel electrophoresis to isolate gold nanoparticles bearing discrete numbers of DNA 
oligonucleotides,
[1,2]
 micron-sized beads with a large surface area to minimize the 
contacts between small nanoparticles to create monofunctional DNA-nanoparticle 
conjugates,
[3,4]
  an ordered monolayer coating to create polar singularities on the 
nanoparticle surface,
[5]





  Nevertheless, the challenge of achieving a single NP 
with multiple molecules arranged at spatially addressable locations on the particle surface 
still remains. By transforming the symmetric surface of a spherical nanoparticle into an 
asymmetric surface, control over the functionalization can be achieved. 
Here we demonstrate the application of spatially addressable, self-assembling 
DNA origami nanocages to encapsulate gold nanoparticles and interrupt the symmetry of 
their surface (Figure 1). DNA origami is a technique
 
in which a long, single strand of 
genomic DNA is folded into a variety of predesigned shapes through the direction of 
approximately 250 short, staple strands.
[8-17]
   Due to the unique sequence of each staple 
strand, DNA origami structures possess addressable binding sites with ~ 6 nm resolution 
and have been utilized as templates to direct the assembly of metal nanoparticles, carbon 
nanotubes and biological materials.
[18-29]
   Figure 1B and C illustrate the design and 
dimensions of the DNA origami cage. The structure is based on the honeycomb lattice 
design demonstrated by Shih and co-workers
[9]
, with modifications that result in a 10 nm 
x 10 nm (cross section) inner cavity, an ideal size for the encapsulation of nanoparticles. 
Specifically, the cage contains 124 parallel helices; the length of each is ~6 full helical 
turns with two crossovers connecting adjacent helices. The outer dimensions of the cage 
are 41 nm × 24 nm × 21 nm, with inner cavity dimensions of 10 nm × 10 nm × 21 nm. 
(see supporting information for details of the design, strand sequences and experimental 
methods). To prevent end-to-end stacking, two thymine nucleotides were added to staples 
strands located at outer extremities of the helices. The DNA origami cage was annealed 
and subsequently purified using agarose gel electrophoresis (a typical gel image is shown 
in Fig. S1) and after using uranyl formate for negative-staining, transmission electron 
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microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize the purified DNA origami cage. TEM images 
(Fig. 1D) confirm the formation of DNA origami cages with nearly 100% yield, and 
reveal that the structures adopt one of two possible orientations when deposited onto the 




Figure 4.1. Diagrams and TEM images of DNA origami cages. A) Illustration of the 
challenge of assembling discrete nanoparticle architectures with site-selective 
functionalization of the spherical nanoparticle surface. B) The formation of a DNA 
origami cage using short staple strands (red) to direct the folding of single stranded M13 
DNA (green loop). Single-stranded capture strands extend in or out of the DNA cage at 
specific positions. C) 3D and side view of the DNA origami cage with 41 nm×30 nm×21 
nm outer dimensions and 10 nm×10 nm×21 inner dimensions. D) Low-magnification 
TEM image of a DNA origami cage (scale bar: 50 nm). E) High-magnification TEM 
images of DNA origami cages displaying two different orientations. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
After verifying the nanocage had formed, the encapsulation ability of the cage 
was tested using 5 nm, spherical AuNP. The surfaces of AuNPs were covered with 
ssDNA (15 nucleotides in length) that was designed to hybridize with complementary 
probes displayed on the inner surface of the origami cage cavity.  To compare the capture 
efficiency of 5 nm AuNP inside and outside of the cage, a single capture strand (15-nt 
ssDNA: 5’-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-3’) was projected from both surfaces (Fig. 2A and 
Fig. S11). DNA cages (containing capture probes) were prepared by mixing the capture 
strand (purified by PAGE) with the M13 scaffold and unpurified staples strands with a 
1:1:10 ratio, and subsequently annealing the mixture (see SI for experimental methods). 5 
nm AuNPs (covered with ssDNA complementary, see SI for detailed information) were 
mixed with the preassembled cages with a ratio of 1:2.5, and slowly annealed from 40℃. 
DNA cages with captured NPs were then purified by agarose gel electrophoresis and 
imaged by TEM (Figure 2A, S4, and S14).   
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Analysis of TEM images reveals that AuNPs are captured by single probes 
located on the outside cage surface with a much higher efficiency (> 90%) than probes 
placed on the inside of cages (~36%). The lower efficiency of inner encapsulation may be 
due to the increased steric hindrance and limited space within the cavity. A strong, 
electrostatic repulsion between the DNA-AuNP conjugate and the inside walls of the 
DNA cage will also affect the efficiency of AuNP loading. The images show that a single 
probe does not hold the AuNP exactly in the center of the cavity and most of the AuNPs 
can be seen close to the opening of the channel, especially when viewed from the side 
(see additional images in Fig. S4). 
To improve the encapsulation efficiency of the inner cavity, several (2-4) capture 
probes were added to the inner surface. When two capture strands were added to 
opposing, inner cavity walls, the loading efficiency increased dramatically to ~98% and 
nanoparticles were fixed in the center of the cage more often (Fig. 2B). When three or 
four capture strands were extended from various inner faces, 5 nm AuNPs were firmly 
anchored in the center of the cavity with loading efficiencies reaching nearly 100% (Fig. 
2C and 2D). Based on these results, three inner capture probes were utilized for all 
subsequent experiments described below. Cryo-EM imaging (without negative staining) 
was used to reconstruct a 3D tomogram of the DNA cage containing a 5 nm AuNP. 
Figure 2E shows an example of the cryo-EM image and Figure 2F shows Z projections of 
the completely reconstructed tomogram from two different views of the structure, further 






Figure 4.2. Schematic A–D) TEM images of DNA cages with 5 nm AuNPs inside, 
encapsulated using different numbers of capture strands: A) one, B) two, C) three, and D) 
four capture strands. The samples were negatively stained with uranyl formate to improve 
the imaging contrast. E) A typical cryo-EM image without negative stain showing the 
DNA cage with a 5 nm AuNP encapsulated inside. F) The Z projections of the complete 
reconstructed cryo-EM tomogram from two different views. Planes x and y correspond to 
the black arrows shown on the model to the right; x corresponds to the top view easily 
seen in the untilted micrograph, whereas y is the face coming into view as the sample is 
tilted. The bold red arrow shown on the model indicates the rotation axis. 
The ability of the nanocage to discriminate between nanoparticles of various sizes 
was tested; 10 and 15 nm AuNPs with the same ssDNA on their surface were synthesized 
and used for study. We anticipated that the 10 nm AuNP would encounter some degree of 
steric hindrance, but would ultimately be encapsulated, and the 15 nm AuNP would be 
too large to fit within the cavity. The 10 nm AuNPs were successfully encapsulated by 
the cage with ~93% efficiency (slightly lower than for 5 nm AuNPs) and most particles 
were fixed in the center of the cavity (Fig 3A and S8). The lower yield is reasonable 
because 10 nm AuNPs that are covered with 15 nucleotide long ssDNA have an expected 
hydrodynamic diameter > 10 nm, resulting in a significantly crowded inner cavity. TEM 
images also show that for 10 nm nanoparticles, the cage is subject to a certain degree of 
deformation as a result of the relative dimensions of the cavity and the particle, especially 
when viewed from the side. However, the DNA cage structure possesses enough 
mechanical flexibility to accommodate a foreign object with slightly larger dimensions 




Figure 4.3. TEM images of DNA cages encapsulating 10 nm and 15 nm AuNPs using 
three capture DNA strands. A) 10 nm AuNP; B) 15 nm AuNP. The samples were 
negatively stained with uranyl formate before imaging. 
When the cage was loaded with 15 nm AuNPs, the encapsulation efficiency was 
reduced to 68% (Fig. 3B and S9). To accommodate the larger size AuNPs, the DNA cage 
had to undergo severe deformation and the TEM images illustrate how 15 nm particles 
are generally located at one end of the cage with most of the particle surface still exposed 
to the outside. Although 15 nm particles are too big to fit within the cavity, the relatively 
high yield of attachment is probably a result of displaying three capture strands inside the 
cage, providing a strong enough binding force to hold the AuNP and DNA cage together. 
TEM images reveal the intrinsic flexibility of DNA nanostructures that allows the cage to 
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bend and make room for the large NP, responding to the external, enthalpic requirement 
to maximize the DNA hybridization. 
 
 
Figure 4.4. TEM images of DNA cages with one 5 nm AuNPs inside, and various 
numbers of 5 nm AuNPs outside. The samples were negatively stained with uranyl 
formate before imaging. 
The outer surface of the DNA origami cage was modified with probes at 
addressable locations to capture other particles.  We utilized this modification to 
demonstrate how the symmetry of a spherical nanoparticle surface can be broken; a 5 nm 
AuNP was encapsulated inside the DNA origami cage and a discrete number of 5 nm 
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AuNPs were attached to defined positions on the outside surface of the cage. To achieve 
this, single stranded capture probes were incorporated at unique sites on the outer surface 
of the cage and 5 nm AuNPs, functionalized with sequences complementary to the 
capture strands, were recruited. The molar ratio between the origami cage containing the 
particle inside and the external particle is 1:3. The assembled structures were purified by 
gel and imaged using TEM. Figure 4A shows a DNA cage containing a 5 nm AuNP 
inside, and a separate 5 nm AuNP outside. The yield of fully assembled structures with 
AuNPs inside and outside is ~85%. Additional AuNP structures with unique geometries 
were produced when cage structures with 5 nm AuNPs encapsulated inside were 
modified at various positions on the outside surface with two or three 5 nm AuNPs. The 
TEM images shown in Fig. 4B, C and D demonstrated designs with 90 and 180 
between the particles, with formation efficiencies of ~80%, ~84% and ~35% respectively. 
Table 1 summarizes the AuNP loading efficiency for all the constructs described here. 
 
Figure 4.5. Efficiency of DNA cage–AuNP structure assemblies. 
4.4. Materials and Methods 




In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability of a DNA origami nanocage to 
encapsulate gold nanoparticles of various sizes. The spatially addressable surface of the 
DNA origami capsule presents an opportunity to interrupt the symmetry of spherical 
nanoparticles and provides a platform for further functionalization. Recently, Sleiman 
and co-workers constructed a DNA nanotube with alternating larger and smaller capsules 
for the size-specific encapsulation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), with selective release 
of the particles in response to externally supplied DNA.
 [30]
  By integrating the above 
strategies, the programmability of DNA cages and tube constructs can be utilized for a 
wide variety molecular encapsulation and release tasks, such as site specific protein 
bioconjugation, which may lead to an artificial structural platform for engineering novel 
bio-inspired, biomimetic and biokleptic materials. 
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DNA Origami Templated Self-assembly of Discrete Length Single Wall Carbon 
Nanotubes 
Used with permission from Zhao, Z;  Liu, Y.; Yan, H.: DNA Origami Templated Self-
assembly of Discrete Length Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes, Org. Biomol. Chem., 2013, 
11, 596–598. Copyright 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
5.1. Abstract 
Constructing intricate geometric arrangements of components is one of the central 
challenges of nanotechnology. Here we report a convenient, versatile method to organize 
discrete length single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) into complex geometries using 
2D DNA origami structures. First, a size exclusion HPLC purification protocol was used 
to isolate uniform length, SWNTs labeled with single stranded DNA (ssDNA). The 
nanotube-bound ssDNA are composed of two domains: a SWNT binding domain and a 
linker binding domain. Although initially bound to the SWNTs, the linker domain is 
displaced from the surface by the addition of an external ssDNA linker strand. One 
portion of the linker strand is designed to form a double helix with the linker binding 
domain, compelling the DNA to project away from the SWNT surface. The remainder of 
the linker strand contains an ssDNA origami recognition sequence available for 
hybridization to a DNA origami nanostructure. Two different 2D DNA origami 
structures, a triangle and a rectangle, were used to organize the nanotubes. Several 
arrangements of nanotubes were constructed, with defined tube lengths and inter-tube 
angles. The uniform tube lengths and positional precision that this method affords may 




Single-walled carbon nanotubes are among the most promising nanomaterials 
with projected uses in electronic, sensor, and biomedical applications.
[1-2]
 
            Compared to conventional semiconductor materials, they exhibit superior 
properties such as higher conductance, greater mobility, and chemical inertness, making 
them ideal components of field-effect transistor devices (FETs).
[3-4]
 There have been 
many advances in the fabrication of 1D SWNT FET devices, and recently there were 
several reports of 2D SWNT assemblies.
[5-6]
 Winfree and coworkers used LNA linkers to 
assemble SWNT cross junctions on rectangular DNA origami, where one device 
exhibited stable field effect transition behavior.
[5] 
Törmä and coworkers used biotin-
streptavidin interactions to create similar SWNT cross junctions on rectangular DNA 
origami.
[6] 
However, neither method takes advantage of the convenience and versatility of 
unmodified DNA-DNA hybridization for nanotube organization. In addition, different 
lengths of SWNTs exhibit unique physical and electrical properties including absorbance, 
fluorescence and electric conductivity,
[7-9] 
thus, for FET device applications it was 
imperative to develop protocols to separate heterogeneous populations of nanotubes. 
With agitation, single stranded DNA will attach to SWNTs resulting in nanotube 
dispersion.
[10-11]
 The strong Pi-Pi interaction between the bases within the DNA strand 
and the sidewall of the SWNT causes the DNA to wrap around the nanotube, forming the 
SWNT-DNA complex. It has been shown that certain DNA sequences can be used to 
separate different types of SWNTs,
[12] 
and several methods have been used to separate the 




 and size 
exclusion HPLC.
[15] 
Zheng et al. reported a size exclusion HPLC protocol, with 200 nm, 
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100 nm, and 30 nm pore size columns arranged in series to separate DNA labeled 
SWNTs with lengths ranging from 500 nm to 1000 nm. Here we use a similar protocol to 
separate the DNA labeled nanotubes into different populations for subsequent 
organization by DNA origami structures. 
DNA nanotechnology represents a massively parallel platform to assemble and 
organize heterogeneous nanoscale components.
[16] 
Designing and constructing DNA 
nanostructure scaffolds is quite simple because of the reliability of DNA base pair 
interactions, the predictable structure of DNA double helices, and the self-assembling 
properties of single stranded DNA. The development of the DNA origami method has 
allowed the construction of arbitrary 2D and 3D nanoscale shapes that can be chemically 
modified at hundreds of addressable positions.
[17-19] 
Towards electronic device 
applications, DNA origami structures have been used to pattern metal nanoparticles, 
semiconductor nanoparticles, and carbon nanotubes.
[20-21] 
Here, 2D DNA origami 
triangles and rectangles were used to capture 150 nm, HPLC purified, DNA labeled 
SWNTs . The uniform length nanotubes were organized into several patterns, with 





Figure 5.1. DNA labeled SWNTs separated by HPLC. A), B), C), D), E), F) are TEM 
images of HPLC separated fractions with length 450, 300, 200, 170, 150 and 100nm. 
(scale bar:100nm). 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 HPLC separation of SWNTs 
The single stranded DNA label is composed of two domains, a nanotube binding 
domain with a repeating GT sequence that exhibits strong binding with the SWNT 
sidewalls, and a capture domain with a sequence selected for recognition by an external, 
ssDNA linker strand. The ssDNA label was mixed with an aqueous solution of SWNTs 
and sonicated for 2h at 9W. The solution mixture was subsequently centrifuged to 
remove aggregated bundles, and supernatant was injected into an HPLC system that was 
configured with three size exclusion columns connected in series (0.2mL/min, 1×TBS 
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buffer, UV-Vis detection at 260nm). A typical HPLC profile is shown in Figure S1; 
several fractions were collected and examined with a transmission electron microscope. 
The TEM results (Figure 1) revealed that the SWNTs were clearly separated by length, 
with each fraction containing a single SWNT population of uniform length (ranging from 
100 nm to 500 nm). 
 
Figure 5.2. A) DNA origami-SWNT co-assembly schematic B), C) AFM images of 
SWNTs organized by rectangular origami and triangular origami, respectively. (scale bar: 
100nm) 
5.3.2 DNA origami organization of uniform length SWNTs 
In principle, SWNTs could be labeled with ssDNA that contains a domain for 
direct hybridization to a DNA origami structure. However, this would require that single 
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stranded overhangs (probes) from the DNA origami structure could efficiently displace 
the corresponding DNA from the surface of the nanotube sidewall. Although desorption 
of ssDNA from SWNTs has been reported, the process is prohibitively slow.
5
 A more 
plausible alternative, and the one employed here, is to use an intermediate single stranded 
DNA linker molecule. One domain of the linker has a sequence complementary to part of 
the ssDNA label (bound to the nanotube surface), and the other contains a sequence that 
will hybridize to a DNA origami probe. The addition of excess single stranded linker to a 
solution of ssDNA labeled SWNTs displaces part of the ssDNA label from the nanotube 
surface, forming a DNA double helix with the linker strand. Compared to the first 
scenario, this process is expected to be more kinetically favorable. After purification, the 
unbound single stranded region of the linker strand is captured by DNA origami probes 
and secured in a fixed position.  
We selected 150 nm long SWNTs (shown in Figure 1E) for subsequent 
experiments. The HPLC isolated SWNTs were incubated with a ten-fold excess of linker 
strand for 48 hours so that the linker binding domain of the ssDNA label would be 
displaced from the surface of the nanotube. A microcon centrifugal filter was used to 
remove excess linker strand from the solution.  
Meanwhile, the triangular and rectangular DNA origami structures, with several 
linker probes displayed from their surfaces, were prepared. Initially, several different 
probe sequences were evaluated including a poly T and several random sequences, and 
the results show that the poly T probe resulted in a much higher capture yield (shown in 
Figures S2 and S3). Rectangular origami with two perpendicular rows of poly T linker 
probes were prepared and incubated with the purified, DNA labeled, 150nm length 
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SWNTs for 30 minutes at room temperature. The atomic force microscope (AFM) 
images shown in Figures 2B and S4 confirm 50% yield of origami bound nanotubes. 
Longer incubation times induced aggregation, possibly because the length of the SWNTs 
is longer than the DNA origami structures and may increase the potential to crosslink 
different origami. To further evaluate this, 200 nm, 350 nm and 450 nm SWNTs were 
also considered. The results show (Figures S5-7) that the longer tubes tend to form 
aggregated structures. With the extra linker strands displayed from the surface of the 
tubes, the chance to cross link origami is increased. Finally, triangular origami structures 
with one row of poly T probes along each arm (3 rows total) were prepared and incubated 
with the purified DNA labeled SWNTs for 15 minutes at room temperature. The AFM 
images shown in Figures 2C and S8 reveal approximately 40% yield of origami bound 
nanotubes. Despite the reasonable yield, it is obvious from the AFM images that many 
free SWNTs remained and further purification is needed.  
5.4. Materials and Methods 
See APPENDIX D 
5.5. Conclusions 
In summary, we demonstrated that DNA origami nanostructures can be used to 
arrange SWNT of fixed length into complex, 2D patterns. In addition to dispersing 
SWNTs in aqueous solution, we developed a strategy in which ssDNA molecules can 
serve as efficient labels of SWNTs, for subsequent recognition by DNA origami probes. 
Our method of recognition is based on DNA-DNA hybridization, a very convenient 
interaction to employ. Several arrangements of nanotubes were constructed, with defined 
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tube lengths and inter-tube angles. The uniform tube lengths and positional precision that 
this method affords may have applications in electronic device fabrication.  
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DNA Origami Cage Trapping Enzyme: Protection and Boosting Enzyme Activity 
Used with permission from Zhao, Z; Fu, J; Andreoni, A; Woodbury, N.; Liu, Y.; Yan, H.: 
DNA Origami Cage Trapping Enzyme: Protection and Boosting Enzyme Activity, in 
preparation. 
6.1. Abstract 
Intracellular compartments are a key factor in cell metabolism.
[1-4] 
These evolved 
confined compartments ensure efficient intermediate transfer for slow turnover rates 
reaction, elimination competing metabolic reactions, and toxic intermediates. 
Construction of functional enzyme complexes that are confined in similar way remains 
challenging.
[5-8] 
Here we utilize spatial addressable DNA Origami structure to encapsulate 
enzymes to mimic compartment phenomenal. Enzymes, which are chemically modified 
with ssDNA, can be assembled into DNA Origami cage with high yield. The DNA 
Origami ‘shell’ can protect internalized enzyme from degradation factors, such as 
protease, metal ions and BSA. Furthermore, internalized enzymes showed enhanced 
activity, which resulted from 5-10 folds increase of Vmax value, compared with fresh 
enzymes. With DNA Cage system, cascades enzymes can be assembled together to 
increase intermediate transfer efficiency. 
6.2. Introduction 
Biological complexity requires varying degrees of organization. One example is 
that enzymes are spatially organized to perform catalytic reactions.
[1-4] 
To achieve this, 
metabolism pathway enzymes are confined inside compartment, including membrane 





Nature evolved microcompartments strategies brings several advantages. First of all, 
the confined environment will enrich the intermediate concentration for cascades enzyme 
system, which will significantly increase the overall reaction rate. Secondly, intermediate 
produced in metabolism pathways can participate in many competition reactions, 
confined environment can reduce the possibility for any other reactions. Thirdly, 
metabolism pathway may generate toxic intermediate, which will affect the biology 
behavior without compartment. 
Inspired by nature’s compartment system, researchers tried to mimic confined 
environment in vitro with liposome, capsid and polymer shell, to study enzyme activity.
[5-
8]
 Liposome is lipid molecule closely compacted structure, and molecules cannot free 
diffuse inside. To connect inside with outside environment, channel membrane proteins 
were used, and after encapsulate enzymes inside, there is almost no change for the 
internalized enzyme activity; Capsid is protein shell for virus, composed with subunit 
proteins. Different from liposome, capsid structure has many small pores in between 
subunits, which makes them a good candidate for mimicking microenvironment. 
Comellas-Aragones et al.
[6]
 tried to encapsulate HRP inside capsid and found the HRP 
turnover number increased two folds. However capsid encapsulate enzyme inside through 
random diffusion before capsid formation, which makes the system cannot control the 
number and ratio of encapsulated enzymes. Rudiuk et al.
[13]
 tried to wrap Lambda DNA 
on enzyme surface, which results in several folds increase for Kat value. Liu et al.
[7]
 tried 
to encapsulate cascades enzymes inside polymer cavity and also found several folds 
enhancement for the enzyme activity. 
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Since its invention, DNA origami has attracted more and more attentions.
[14-20]
 
With spatially addressability, DNA Origami has been used for arrangement of 
nanoparticles, nanowires and biomolecular. 
[21-23]
 Fu et al. 
[23]
 showed that cascades 
enzymes can be assembled on planar DNA Origami with controlled distance, which 
resulted in different cascades activity. Here we constructed DNA Origami cage, 
mimicking of compartment, to encapsulate enzymes inside and study their activity and 
used DNA Origami cage to serve as protection shell for internalized enzyme against 
protease and BSA. 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Cascades enzyme internalization inside DNA Origami cage. a) Schematic 
showing assembly of enzyme cascades, GOx and HRP inside DNA Cage; b) 
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Fluorescence agarose gel characterization (GOx labeled with Cy3 and HRP labeled with 
Cy5); c) Negative stained TEM image (zoom in and zoom out) for enzyme complex 
inside DNA cage (Scale bar: 50nm); 
To achieve high assembly yield, two half DNA Origami Cage were designed to 
assemble with two different cascades enzyme, Glucose Oxidase (GOx) and Horseradish 
Peroxidase (HRP), then linker was used to link two half cage structure to form DNA cage 
structure with cascades enzyme inside cavity, as shown in figure 1a. SPDP method was 
applied to conjugate ssDNA on enzyme surface, as reported before. We also tried to 
optimize the assembly yield by optimize enzyme DNA conjugation process and 
purification process with high concentration of salt to wash off free ssDNA. Two 
different types of DNA half cage, opened side wall and closed side wall, had been 
designed and assembled with single GOx enzyme, as shown in SI. Transimittion Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) resulted showed that closed side wall design could achieve higher 
assembly yield, 77%. The overall dimension of the whole cage structure is 54 nm × 27 
nm × 20 nm, while the cavity dimension is 20 nm × 20 nm × 20 nm. Agarose gel 
electrophoresis (AGE) and TEM had been applied to characterize the formed DNA 
Origami structure with internalized cascade enzyme as shown in figure 1b) c). GOx and 
HRP were labeled with Cy5 and Cy3 respectively, and AGE image showed that after the 
formation of dimer, the origami band mobility is slow compared with monomer, and 
dimer band showed two types of fluorescence signal, which proved that two enzymes are 
inside DNA cage structure. Negatively stained TEM showed high assembly yield, as 




6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 6.2. Different GOx-HRP cascades enzyme system raw activity. 
 Cascade enzyme assembled by DNA Cage with different arrangement had been 
tested as shown in Figure 2. Firstly, with the same annealing process, the two enzymes 
lost their activity, while with the incubation of DNA cage, there was half activity retained 
compared with fresh enzyme, which resulted from DNA cage structure can stabilize 
enzyme structure. Secondly, we observed 10 folds enhancement after encapsulate both 
enzymes inside cage structure, compared with fresh free enzymes. At the same time, if 
two enzyme were assembled separately inside and outside of cage structure, the activity 
for the cascade decreased, especially arranged HRP outside of cage, which means the 
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high activity for cascade inside cage may resulted from two factors, the close distance 
after encapsulation, and inside DNA cage environment could enhance enzyme activity, 
especially for HRP enzyme. Thirdly, we also observe high activity for mixture of full 
cage or half cage encapsulated with single enzymes, which is 5 folds increasing 
compared with fresh free enzymes. This result demonstrated that DNA cage structure can 
enhance internalized enzyme activity. To test our hypothesis, we measured the enzyme 
catalytic kinetics for 5 different single enzymes internalized inside DNA cage, shown in 
figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3. Single enzyme kinetic data for enzyme encapsulated inside DNA Cage, 
normalized with fresh free enzyme. 
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DNA cage structure was applied to assemble with five single enzymes, and their 
Km, Vmax value was calculated through titrating their substrate concentration. After 
normalized with their fresh free enzyme, Km value did not change too much, all in the 
range 0.5-2, which demonstrated DNA cage environment cannot affect substrate 
diffusion too much, which usually reduce the substrate diffusion. However, in the case of 
Vmax value, they all increased from 5-10 folds. For GOx, Glucose 6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (G6pD) and Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), which had pI value less than 
8, their Kcat value increased around 5 folds, and in the case of HRP and Malate 
dehydrogenase (MDH), which had pI value higher than 8.5, their Kcat value increased 
around 10 folds. We proposed DNA cage structure has high mass of phosphate and 
charge density, which may result in the increasing of Kcat value. To test our hypothesis, 
we designed three different DNA cage structures with different DNA density to 





Figure 6.4. Single enzyme kinetic data (Vmax and Km, measured with different 
concentration of NAD+) for G6pD encapsulated inside different DNA Origami Cage. 
 As shown in figure 3, three different DNA cage structures were designed. The 
first origami designed with honeycomb unit and one DNA layer as side wall, the second 
origami designed with square lattice unit and one DNA layer as side wall and the third 
origami designed with square lattice unit and two DNA layers as side wall. The first 
structure had many large pores in z direction, 2.5nm in diameter, and small pores, 0.5-
1nm size, in between DNA helix. The second and third structures only had small pores in 
between DNA helix, while the third structure had smaller pore with two layers for the 
sidewall. From the first structure to the third structure, the DNA density increased, and 
the pore size decreased. Three DNA cage were assembled with G6pD, after normalized 
enzyme kinetic data with fresh free G6pD, the Km value increased with the DNA density 
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increasing, which may result from decreasing of pore size could better prevent substrate 
diffusion. In the case of Vmax value, with increasing of DNA density, the Vmax value 
increased a lot, from 5 folds to 8 folds, which proved that the increasing of Vmax value 
resulted from the DNA environment. Previously, researchers found that crowded 
environment could change Kcat value for enzymes, through which enzymes can be 
stabilized inside crowded environment, while charged environment could also improve 
enzyme activity by increasing Kcat value. In addition, previous research proved that 
PO4
3-
 was an ideal kosmotropic anion, 
[24-25]
 which could improve protein stability 
through accumulating high density water for protein. DNA cage structure had high 
density of PO4
3-
  backbone and charge, in which 50 nm × 27 nm × 20 nm space has 
28000 DNA nucleotides, which can be converted to 7M phosphate backbone negative 
charge and 250uM 6MD molecule crowed environment, which cannot be achieved with 
conventional method. To test our hypothesis, high concentration of glucose 6-phosphate 
had been used to incubate with free HRP, and its activity was enhanced up to 15 folds, as 
shown in SI. Furthermore, we believed that this high density of charge, PO4
3- 
and mass 




Figure 6.5. DNA Cage served as protection shell for internalized enzyme against a) 
Trypsin and b) BSA. 
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DNA cage structure could serve as protection shell for internalized enzymes to 
protect against many factors, including protease and BSA, 
[26]
 as shown in figure 4. After 
24h incubation with 1000 times amount of Trypsin protease, DNA cage protected HRP 
enzyme activity did not change, while the free enzyme activity decreased around 80%. 
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) exists inside blood, served as cleaner, which can bind 
with almost everything, so BSA is a barrier for drug delivery. In figure 4b, we incubated 
enzyme with different concentration of BSA from 1uM to 1mM, and normalized enzyme 
activity with their BSA free group individually. Although DNA cage encapsulated HRP 
activity also decreased, but it can also withstand 50% activity at 50uM BSA 
concentration, which is close to the BSA concentration in blood, while the free enzyme 
group almost lost its activity. The decrease of DNA cage internalized enzyme group may 
result from the viscosity increase and the decrease of substrate, H2O2, which can be bind 
onto BSA surface strongly. 
6.4. Materials and Methods 
Materials: M13 was purchased from Biolab, and oligonucleotides were 
purchased from IDT. Chemicals and enzymes were purchased from Sigma, unless noted 
otherwise. Centricon separation devices were purchased from Millipore.  
Enzyme DNA conjugation: Enzymes were firstly labeled with SPDP molecule in 
HEPES buffer, and purified with 30kD Amicon filter. Tcep treated thiolated DNA was 
incubate with SPDP modified enzyme with 1:10 ratio for 1h. A343nm absorbance, before 
and after reaction was recorded to quantify labeling ratio. High salt concentration buffer 
was used to get rid of extra DNA with Amicon 50kD. A260 and A280 were recorded to 
quantify enzyme-DNA complex concentration and labeling ratio. 
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Enzyme DNA Origami assembly and purification: DNA Origami structures 
were designed with caDNAno, and oligonucleotides were ordered from IDT. M13 was 
mixed with helpers with 1:10 ratio in 1×TAE-Mg buffer (16mM MgCl2), annealed from 
80°C to 4°C over the time course of 37h. 100kD Amicon was applied to get rid of free 
helpers, and purified DNA origami was mixed with enzyme-DNA complex with 1:15 
ratio, annealed from 37°C to 4°C over the time course of 2h in 1×TAE-Mg buffer 
(12.5mM Mg(OAc)2). Agarose gel electrophoresis (2%, 1×TAE-Mg) was used to get rid 
of extra enzymes with 70V, 2h. DNA origami concentration was quantified with A260 
absorbance, and calculated with Ext. Co=0.109. 
TEM imaging: EM grid was negatively charged with Machine. Samples were 
deposited onto grid for 1min, and stained with 1% uranyl formate for 15sec, and imaged 
with CM12. 
Enzyme assay: 96-well-plate was used to monitor enzyme activity through 
absorbance change. Final DNA structure and free enzyme concentration used in assay 
was 0.5nM. GOx and HRP enzyme assay were monitored at 410nm, and G6pD, LDH, 
MDH enzyme assay were monitored at 340nm. 
6.5. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have designed DNA Origami cage to encapsulate enzymes. 
With the internalization of cascade enzymes, 10 folds of activity enhancement was 
observed, which demonstrated the improvement of intermediate flux; five enzyme Kcat 
value increased 5-10 folds after internalized inside DNA cage structure, which proved 
DNA cage environment could boost enzyme catalytic turnover numbers, which made 
DNA cage as ideal material to mimic in vivo environment to study biomolecular 
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behavior; DNA cage could also protect inside enzymes against many factors, which can 
be used in future in vivo experiment, such as drug delivery. 
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Summary and Outlook 
 DNA nanotechnology field has been developed over three decades, and many 
different DNA structure have been created, including DNA tiles and DNA Origami, 2D 
and 3D structure, curvature structure, which provide enough candidates for application. 
With excellent spatial addressability, DNA structure is an ideal template to organize 
nanoscale subjects for different purposes. Previously, many works have been done on 
developing method to assemble different nanomaterials on DNA structure, including 
metal or semiconducting nanoparticles, nanowires and biomolecules. With proper control 
of spatial distance and orientation, different properties of the assembled functional 
nanomaterials can be studied, including photonics, electronics and molecular biophysics. 
There are several interesting directions that is interested in future, as listed belo 
7.1 DNA Cage system 
Previous result proved that DNA cage can serve as an ideal compartment to study 
internalized biomolecular behavior, because of the high density of phosphate and 
negative charge. 
7.1.1 Construction of integrated ‘catalytic DNA’ 
DNAzyme has been developed to mimic enzyme, however unlike enzyme, 
DNAzyme do not have protection shell. Here we can use DNA cage as shell for inside 
core, DNAzyme, to construct integrated ‘catalytic DNA’. DNA cage can protect inside 
DNAzyme from degradation, such as digestion enzyme. In addition, previous research 
demonstrated that DNA cage can enhance inside enzyme activity with high concentration 
of surrounding phosphate and negative charge. Phosphate is an ideal kosmotropic anion, 
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which could accumulate high density water for protein. With the same principle, 
phosphate backbone will have the same effect on stabilizing inside DNAzyme. The 
construction of integrated ‘catalytic DNA’ will open one door to understand life 
evolution. 
7.1.2 DNA cage as drug delivery carrier 
From previous study, DNA cage can not only enhance inside enzyme activity, but 
also protect inside target from degradation, including protease and BSA binding. With 
great spatial addressability, DNA cage can be applied to encapsulate target molecules, 
including enzyme, regulation hormones or drug, with specific ligands for targeted 
delivery. In addition, with proper design, controllable switch to open and close cage for 
releasing of target molecules can be accomplished. 
7.2 Apply DNA scaffold to study surface protein, ligands interaction 
Cell membrane protein ligands interaction is essential in biology, which induce 
signals between cell’s internal and external environment and intercellular 
communication. Interaction between membrane protein and ligands is affected with many 
factors, including distance between ligands and numbers of ligands. DNA structure is an 
ideal template with excellent spatial addressability and with proper control of ligands 
density and distance on DNA scaffold, cell membrane protein and ligands interaction can 
be studied. 
Construction of artificial metabolism pathway in vivo 
With the great spatial addressability of DNA structures, integrated metabolism 
pathway can be constructed based on DNA structures. Firstly, DNA cage can be 
constructed to mimic compartment environment; secondly, DNA scaffold can be used to 
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direct the assembly of metabolism enzymes with controlled ratio, order and distance; 
thirdly, substrate, intermediate or cofactors can be linked on DNA scaffold in between 
metabolism enzymes, serving as swing arm to improve flux. Overall, DNA structure can 
construct artificial metabolism pathway with integrated function. 
7.3 DNA structure based mask or template 
DNA structure approach can be bridged with top-down method. DNA structure 
provided great controllability in nanometer scale, which is in demand in many top-down 
methods, such as Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) or Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). 
However,these methods usually need template have high stability over high temperature 
or high energy electron density. To improve the stability of DNA structure, polymer, such 
as polyaniline, can be utilized. Aniline monomer can attach onto DNA structure through 
electrostatic interaction, and after reduction by HRP, aniline monomer on DNA structure 
surface can be linked together to form polyaniline, with excellent conductivity and high 
stability. The resulted polymer-DNA complex can be used as mask for electron beam 
lithography or template for atomic layer deposition. 
7.4 Conformational switchable DNA origami 
DNA origami has been developed for several years, expanded from 2D to 3D, 
with curvature. However, compared with paper origami, whose conformation can be 
changed, DNA origami morphology is identical after annealing. Here we want to develop 
conformational switchable DNA origami. With strand displacement method or riboswitch 
method, DNA origami shape can be altered. Previously we have demonstrated that with 
fuel strand, 2D DNA origami can be rolled into tube shape as initial demonstration. With 
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A Route to Scale Up DNA Origami Using DNA Tiles as 
Folding Staples 
Zhao Zhao, Hao Yan,* and Yan Liu* 
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry & the Biodesign Institute 
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ  85287, USA 
Experimental Materials and Methods 
Materials:  All strands including 8HX strands and helper strands were purchased 
from Integrated Technologies, Inc. (www.IDTDNA.com). 8HX strands were purified by 
10% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), and the concentration of 
each strand was estimated by measuring OD260.  All helper strands were in the format of 
96-well plates normalized to 100uM 60uL, and were used without further purification. 
M13 viral DNA was purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. (NEB, Catalog number: 
#N4040S). 
Folding: Assembly of 8HX was accomplished in a one-step annealing reaction. 
Each individual tile was assembled by mixing a stoichiometric quantity of the strands 
involved in the tile in 1 TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer (20mM Tris, pH 7.6, 2mM EDTA, 12.5 mM 
MgCl2). The final concentration was 2.0 uM for each strand, and the final volume was 30 
uL. The oligo mixtures were subjected to a thermal-annealing ramp that cooled from 90 
to 70 over the couse of 90 min and then cooled from 70 to 25 over 620 min. The 8HX 
Origami structure was annealed in a two-steps annealing reaction by mixing 10 nM 
scaffold strands with 100 nM of helper strands in 1.5 TAE-Mg
2+
, cooling from 90 to 70 
over the couse of 90 min and then cooled from 70 to 25 over 620 min first, then added 20 
112 
 
nM 8HX tiles, cooling from 45 to 40 over the course of 500 min and then cooled from 40 
to 20 over 60h. 
Gel purification: Folding products were electrophoresed on 0.3% or 0.7% 
agarose gel containing 1 TAE-Mg
2+
, 0.5 ug/mL ethidium bromide at 80V for one hour 
in a gel box. Monomer bands were excised and DNA recovered by pestlecrushing excised 
bands followed by centrifugation for 4 min at 3000 rpg using Freeze 'N Squeeze DNA 
Gel Extraction spin columns (Bio-Rad). Recovered material in the flow-through was 
stored at 4 degree Centigrade for further use. 
            AFM imaging: The sample (2uL) was deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica (Ted 
Pella, Inc.) and left to absorb for 3 min. Buffer (1 TAE-Mg
2+
, 400uL) was added to the 
liquid cell and the sample was scanned in a tapping mode on a Pico-Plus AFM 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































Table S4. 8HX strands top and bottom strands for 5×11 structure (the top 5 layer is 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure S1.1 5×5 structure up band (AGE) AFM images
 
 









Figure S2. AFM images for 7×8 structure. 
 























Figure S6 . AGE picture for 5*n layer structure (n=) using 30h annealing 
 
1, 100bp marker; 2, M13; 3, 8 layer structure(1.2*Mg); 4, 10 layer structure 


















Figure S9. Secondary structure of M13 strand at 45 °C with 10 mM NaCl and 15 mM 
Mg2+ using Mfold (http://mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu/cgi-bin/dna-form1.cgi). The secondary 
structure contains one 20 bp hairpin, one 13 bp hairpin and the rest are all equal or less 
than < 10 bp. Since the number of base-pairing between the staple tiles and the M13, and 
between the bridge strands and the M13 are all 13 bp, the only hairpin remains a concern 
is the one with 20bp. In our design the 20 bp hairpin is located in the unused loop in the 
5x5 structure, but used in the 7x8 and 5x11 structures. This may partially explain the 










Organizing DNA Origami Tiles Into Larger Structures Using Pre-formed Scaffold 
Frames 
Zhao Zhao, Yan Liu, Hao Yan* 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, and The Biodesign Institute, 
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287 
Experimental Materials and Methods 
Materials:  All DNA staple strands were purchased from Integrated 
Technologies, Inc. (www.IDTDNA.com) in the format of 96-well plates and desalted 
with concentrations normalized to 100 µM. Single stranded M13mp18 viral DNA and 
ΦX 174 DNA were purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. (NEB, Catalog number: 
N4040S and N3023S). All DNA strands were used without further purification.  
Assembly Procedure: 1) Each individual DNA origami staple tile was assembled 
by mixing M13mp18 DNA (10 nM) with the corresponding staple strands with a 1:5 
molar ratio in 1 TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer (pH 8.0, 20mM Tris, 2 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM 
Mg(OAc)2). The final volume of each reaction was 100 uL. The oligo mixtures were 
annealed in a PCR thermocycler, cooled from 90°C to 70°C at a rate of -0.5°C/min and 
subsequently cooled from 70°C to 4°C at a rate of -0.1°C/min. Following the anneal, the 
structures were purified with 100 kD MWCO Microcon centrifugal filter devices 
(Amicon, Catalog number: UFC510096).  
2) Origami super-structures were assembled in a two-step annealing process.  Individual 
origami staple tiles bearing unique single stranded probes along two edges at designed 
positions were annealed in separate tubes as described above and subsequently purified 
163 
 
with 100 KD MWCO Microcon centrifugal filters to remove any excess staple strands. At 
the same PhiX174 scaffold strand (10 nM) and a complete set of  bridges strands were 
mixed in a separate tube (molar ratio 1:10) and annealed from 90 °C to 4 °C over 10 h in 
1×TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer. The two solutions were mixed together (molar ratio 1.5:1 or 2:1) 
and annealed from 45 °C to 4 °C at a rate of  -2°C/h. The annealing cycle was repeated 
10 times, and in each consecutive cycle the starting temperature was decreased by 0.5 °C 
from the prior cycle. The entire annealing program took approximately 100 hrs.  
Agarose gel electrophoresis: The assembled products were loaded into agarose 
gels (0.3% agarose in 1 TAE-Mg
2+
 aqueous buffer, containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium 
bromide)  and subject to gel electrophoresis at 80V for one hour.  
AFM imaging: The samples (2 µL) were deposited onto freshly cleaved mica 
(Ted Pella, Inc.) and left to adsorb for 3 min. Buffer (1 TAE-Mg
2+
, 400 µL) was added 
on top of the sample and the sample was imaged in fluid tapping mode on a Pico-Plus 





S1. Design of the triangular DNA origami staple tile. The red strand represents the 
M13 scaffold. The blue strands are the staple strands with arrows pointing to the 3’ 
ends. The spacing between consecutive staple crossovers connecting neighboring 







S2. AFM image of the individual triangular shaped DNA Origami (the size of the 














S4. AFM images of the pre-formed scaffold frames of triangle Origami based super 



















S5. Design and AFM images of the triangular origami staple tile based super-

















S6. Design and AFM images of the triangular origami staple tile based super-















S7. Design and AFM images (zoom out and zoom in) of the triangular origami staple 
tile based super-structure using design 3 (the size of the AFM images are 5 um × 5 
um)  
 (the size of the zoom out AFM images are 5 um × 5 um and the size of the zoom in 


















S8.  Design of the square DNA origami staple tile. The red strand represents the 
M13 scaffold. The black strands are the staple strands with arrows pointing to the 
3’ ends. The spacing between consecutive crossovers connecting neighboring 
parallel helices is 32 base-pairs. The outermost helices are 224 bps or approximately 
21 full turns. To make 90 degree angles at each corner, each consecutive helix is 8 





S9. AFM image of the individual square shaped DNA origami staple tile (the size of 












S11. Zoom out and zoom in AFM images for 3 x 3 square staple tile based super-
structures. (The size of the zoom out images are 5 um × 5 um, and the size of the 

















S12. Design of the hexagonal DNA origami staple tile. The red strand represents the 
M13 scaffold. The black strands are the staple strands with arrows pointing to the 
3’ ends. The design principle is the same as for the square origami. 9 parallel helices 
are arranged in a plane forming each side. The spacing between consecutive 
crossovers connecting neighboring parallel helixes is 32 bps. The outermost helices 
are 160 bps or approximately 15 full turns. To make 120 degree turns at each 
corner, each consecutive helix is 4 bps shorter (on both ends) than the outer, 








S13. AFM image of individual hexagonal DNA origami staple tiles. (The size of 












S15. Zoom out and zoom in AFM images of 3 x 3 hexagonal staple tile based origami 
super-structures. (The size of the zoom out images are 5 um × 5 um, and the size of 





















S17. AFM image of the individual diamond shaped DNA origami staple tiles. (The 
















S19. Zoom out and zoom in AFM images of the origami super-structures assembled 
from a mixture of hexagonal and diamond shaped origami into a 3 row closely 
packed pattern. (The size of the zoom out images are 5 um × 5 um and the size of the 


























































































































































































































































   
S2. Triangle origami modified staples and bridges that hybridize with ΦX 174 
scaffolds for design 1 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S3. Triangle origami modified staples and bridges that hybridize with ΦX 174 
scaffolds for design 2 




































































S4. Triangle origami modified staples and bridges that hybridize with ΦX 174 
scaffolds for design 3 
































































































































































































































































































































































S6. Square origami modified staples and bridges that hybridize with ΦX 174 
scaffolds to make 3 by 3 super-structures 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S10. Modified staples and bridges for mixed super-structure 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Encapsulation of Gold Nanoparticles in a DNA Origami Cage 
Zhao Zhao, Erica L. Jacovetty, Yan Liu*, Hao Yan* 
[*] Z. Zhao, Prof. Y. Liu, Prof H. Yan, 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry & The Biodesign Institute  
Arizona State University 
Tempe, AZ 85297, USA 
 [*] Erica L. Jacovetty, 
National Resource for Automated Molecular Microscopy  
The Scripps Research Institute  
La Jolla, CA 92037, USA 
Materials:  
All unmodified helper strands were purchased from Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Inc. (www.idtdna.com) in 96-well plates, suspended in ultrapure water and 
used without further purification. All 3’ thiol-modified DNA strands were also purchased 
from IDTDNA and purified using denaturing PAGE gel electrophoresis. 
Tris(carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA. Bis (p-sulfonatophenyl) phenylphosphine dihydrate dipotassium salt (BSPP) was 
purchased from Strem Chemicals Inc. Colloidal solutions of 5nm, 10nm and 15nm 
AuNPs were purchased from Ted Pella Inc. 
Experimental Methods:  
Phosphination and concentration of AuNPs. AuNPs (5, 10 and 15 nm, Ted 
Pella Inc.) were stabilized with absorption of BSPP. BSPP (15 mg) was added to the 
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colloidal nanoparticle solution (50 mL) and the mixture was shaken overnight at room 
temperature. Sodium chloride (solid) was slowly added to the mixture and stirred until 
the color changed from deep burgundy to light purple. The resulting mixture was 
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 30 min and the supernant was carefully removed with a 
pipette. AuNPs were then resuspended in 1 mL solution of BSPP (2.5 mM). The 
concentration of the AuNPs was estimated by the optical absorbance at 520 nm. 
Phosphine coating increases the negative charge on the particle surface and therefore 
stabilizes the AuNPs in high electrolyte concentrations at high particle density. 
Preparation of AuNP-DNA conjugates. The disulfide bond in the thiol modified 
oligonucleotides was reduced to a monothiol using TCEP (20mM, 1h) in water. The 
oligonucleotides were purified using size exclusion columns (G-25, GE Healthcare) to 
remove the small molecules. Monothiol modified oligonucleotides and phosphinated 
AuNPs were then combined (DNA to AuNP molar ratio of more than 200:1) in 0.5×TBE 
buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) containing 50 mM NaCl 
for 40 hours at room temperature to ensure the AuNPs were fully covered by thiolated 
DNA. AuNP-DNA conjugates were washed with 0.5×TBE buffer in Microcon (100kDa, 
Millipore, Billerica, MA) columns to remove the excess oligonucleotides. The 
concentration of these AuNP-DNA conjugates was estimated from the optical absorbance 
at 520 nm. Freshly prepared AuNPs, fully covered by DNA strands, did not precipitate in 
the buffer (5 mM Tris + 1 mM EDTA, 16mM MgCl2), which is preferred for the 
formation of DNA origami. This high salt resistance property of fully covered AuNPs 
makes it possible to assemble them on the DNA origami template.  
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Self-assembly of DNA origami template. Cage origami was designed by 
caDNAno software (http://cadnano.com/), using single stranded M13mp18 DNA (7249nt, 
New England Biolab.) as the scaffold, and the generated helper strands (sequences are 
shown after Fig. S12. A molar ratio of 1:10 between the long, viral ssDNA and the short, 
unmodified helper strands (unpurified) was used. The modified helper strands that 
hybridize with the thiolated DNA strands on AuNP-DNA conjugates were used in 1:1 
ratios to that of the viral DNA (5 nM). DNA origami was assembled in 5 mM Tris + 1 
mM EDTA, 16 mM MgCl2, pH 8.0 buffer, and cooled slowly from 80℃ to room 
temperature. DNA origami was then mixed with AuNP-DNA conjugates with 1:2.5 ratios 
and annealed from 40℃ to room temperature. 
Purification of origami-AuNPs complexes. The annealed product of the DNA 
origami and AuNPs reaction was loaded in a 1.5% Ethidium Bromide stained agarose gel 
(running buffer 1×TAEMg
2+
, loading buffer 60% glycerol, 15 V/cm). Selected bands 
were cut out and the DNA Origami-AuNPs complexes were extracted from the gel with 
Freeze-Squeeze columns (Bio-Rad) at 4℃. 
TEM characterization of origami-AuNPs complexes. The TEM samples were 
prepared by placing 2 uL of the sample solution on a carbon-coated grid (400 meshes, 
Ted Pella). Before depositing the sample, the grids were prepared by negative glow 
discharge using an Emitch K100X machine. After 1 min, excess sample was wicked from 
the grid using filter paper. To remove the excess salt, the grid was washed with a drop of 
water and excess water was wicked away using filter paper. The grid was treated with a 
drop of 0.7% uranyl formate solution and excess solution was wicked away using filter 
paper. Again the grid was treated with a second drop of uranyl formate solution for 10 
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seconds, and the excess solution was removed uisng filter paper. To evaporate any 
additional solution, the grid was kept at room temperature. TEM studies were conducted 
by using a Philips CM12 transmission electron microscope, operated at 80 kV in the 
bright field mode. 
Cryo-EM imaging and tomogram reconstruction: Sample (DNA cage with 3 
capture strands encapsulating a 5 nm AuNP inside) was prepared and frozen on C-flat 
CF-2/0.5-4C grids (Protochips) using an FEI Vitrobot. Tomograms were acquired using 
Leginon software (S1) on a Tecnai F20 Twin transmission electron microscope operating 
at 120kV, with a nominal magnification of x50,000 and a defocus value of -2μm. 
Tomograms were reconstructed from a total of 62 sequential 2° tilts, going to +/- 60° 
with a total dose of ~200e¯Å¯
2
 applied over the course of the tilt series. Images were 
recorded with a Gatan 4K-by-4K-pixel charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. 
Tomograms were reconstructed using Tomogrophy components (S3-S5) in the Appion 





Figure S1. 0.7% agarose gel of DNA origami cage structure. Lane 1: M13 strands; lane 2: 
cage origami annealed in 5 mM Tris + 1 mM EDTA, 16mM MgCl2 buffer cooling slowly 




Figure S2. TEM images of DNA origami cages (scale bar: 100nm). 
 




Zoom-in TEM images of the DNA origami cage structure
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Figure S3. 1.5% Agarose gel of the DNA origami cage and cage with AuNPs. Lane 1: 
M13; lane 2: DNA origami cage; lane 3: DNA origami cage conjugated with AuNPs; 





Figure S4. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images of DNA cages containing one 5nm 
AuNP inside the cage through hybridization with one capture strand. The yield is ~36.2%, 
from the zoom-out image. 
 























Figure S5. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images for cage containing one 5nm AuNP 
through hybridization with 2 capture strands. The yield is ~97.9%. 
 






















Figure S6. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images for cage containing one 5nm AuNP 
through hybridization with 3 capture strands. The yield is ~96.9%.  
 























Figure S7. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images for DNA cage containing one 5nm 
AuNP inside through hybridization with 4 capture strands. The yield is ~99.5% 
 























Figure S8. TEM images of cage containing one 10 nm AuNP inside through 
hybridization with 3 capture strands with ~92.7% yield. 
 























Figure S9. TEM images of DNA cage with one 15 nm AuNP inside through 
hybridization with three capture strands. The yield is ~67.8%. 
 























Figure S10. TEM images of DNA cage with one 5 nm AuNP inside and one 5 nm AuNP 
outside. The yield is ~85.1%. 
 























Figure S11. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images of cage with one 5 nm AuNP inside and 
two 5 nm AuNPs outside, forming 90° angle. The yield is ~80.0%. 
 























Figure S12. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images of DNA cage with one 5 nm AuNP 
inside and two 5 nm AuNPs outside forming 180° angle. The yield is ~84.3%. 
 























Figure S13. Zoom out and zoom in TEM images of DNA cage with one 5 nm AuNP 
inside and three 5 nm AuNPs outside. The yield is ~36.7%. 
 
 























Figure S14. TEM images of cage with one 5 nm AuNP outside, through hybridization 
with one capture strand. They yield is ~93%. 
 
 



























Sequence of staple strands containing A15 probes for hybridization with the DNA 
(T15) on the AuNPs: 
3 inside probes: 
Probe from helix #29: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTCCTTGAAAACAGTCAATA 
Probe from helix #39: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGTCCAGAACAAATTCTTACATATTACTAGAAAAAGA
AATCCA 
Probe from helix #68:  
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAATAGAAAGGGCGACATTAACTGT 
3 outside probes: 
Probe from helix #11: 
TTCACTAACTTTCATGAGGCTGTCACCCGGCGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Probe from helix #36: 
 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGATCGGTGCGGGCGTCAACTGTTGGGAAGG 
Probe from helix #62: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAGGTCATTGCCAAGAGAGGGATTTATCACCGTCAA
AAATCACCAAGCAATAAAGCAAACATTTAGCTATGCTG 
Sequences of thiolated strands that coated the AuNPs. Two thiolated strands are used: 
AuNPs that linked with probe from helix #11 were covered with 5’-SH- 
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-3’ 
AuNPs that linked with probes from other helices were covered with 5’-
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT-SH-3’ 
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DNA Origami Templated Self-assembly of Discrete Length Single Wall Carbon 
Nanotubes 
Zhao Zhao, Yan Liu,
 
and Hao Yan 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry & The Biodesign Institute  
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85297, USA 
Experimental Materials and Methods 
Materials:  All helper strands were purchased from Integrated Technologies, Inc. 
(www.IDTDNA.com) in the form of 96-well plates normalized to 100 uM. M13 viral 
DNA and ΦX 174 DNA was purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. (NEB, Catalog 
number: #N4040S and N3023S). Single walled carbon nanotubes were purchased from 
Southern Nanotechnology. Size exclusion HPLC columns were purchased from Sepax Int. 
DNA Origami assembly: Each individual DNA origami structure was assembled 
in a one-step annealing reaction by mixing M13 and helper strands in 1:5 ratio in 1
TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer (20mM Tris, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 12.5 mM MgCl2). The final 
concentration of M13 and assembled structures was 10 nM; the final concentration of 
helpers was 50 nM, with a final volume of 100 µL. The oligo mixtures were cooled from 
90°C to 70°C over the course of 90 min, and then further cooled from 70°C to 4°C over 
620 min.  
Carbon nanotube preparation and separation: 0.1 mg of SWNTs were added 
to 150 µL of 50 µM single stranded DNA label, and sonicated in an ice bath at 9W for 3h. 
The resulting solution was centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 60 min and the supernatant was 
collected. The SWNT solution was injected into an HPLC system with three columns 
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arranged in series (2000A, 1000A and 300A) and run in TBS-NaCl buffer at a speed 
0.2mL/min. Specific fractions were collected for use in subsequent experiments. The 
separated SWNT solution was incubated for 48 hours with the single stranded DNA 
linker in a 1:10 ratio, and a100KD Amicon filter was used to remove excess linker strand. 
DNA Origami and SWNT assembly: Assembled DNA origami (500 pM) was 
mixed with an excess of purified SWNT, incubated in 1×TAE-Mg
2+
 buffer for 30 min at 
room temperature, and subsequently imaged. 
AFM imaging: The samples (2 µL) were deposited on freshly cleaved mica (Ted 
Pella, Inc.) and left to adsorb for 3 min. Buffer (1 TAE-Mg
2+
, 400 µL) was added to the 
liquid cell and the sample was scanned in a tapping mode on a Pico-Plus AFM 
(Molecular Imaging, Agilent Technologies) with NP-S tips (Veeco, Inc.). 
TEM imaging: TEM samples were prepared by placing 2 µL of the sample 
solution on a carbon-coated grid (400 meshes, Ted Pella). Before depositing the sample, 
the grids were prepared by negative glow discharge using an Emitch K100X. After 1 min, 
excess sample was wicked from the grid using filter paper. To remove the excess salt, the 
grid was washed with a drop of water and excess water was wicked away using filter 
paper. The grid was treated with a drop of 0.7% uranyl formate solution and the excess 
solution was wicked away using filter paper. Again the grid was treated with a second 
drop of uranyl formate solution for 10 seconds, and the excess solution was removed 
using filter paper. To evaporate any additional solution, the grid was kept at room 
temperature. TEM studies were conducted with a Philips CM12 transmission electron 




Figure S1. HPLC profile of the separation of DNA wrapped SWNT by SEC columns 






Figure S2. AFM image of a single DNA labeled SWNT attached to a DNA origami 







Figure S3. AFM image of a single DNA labeled SWNT attached to a DNA origami 













































































































































































































































































































































176 AGGTTTTGAACGTCAA  AAATGAAAGCGCTAAT 
177 ATCAGAGAAAGAACTG  GCATGATTTTATTTTG 
178 TCACAATCGTAGCACCATTACCATCGTTTTCA 
179 TCGGCATTCCGCCGCCAGCATTGACGTTCCAG 
180 TAAGCGTCGAAGGATT  AGGATTAGTACCGCCA 







188 TTATTACGGTCAGAGG  GTAATTGAATAGCAGC 







196 TGGATTATGAAGATGA  TGAAACAAAATTTCAT 





















































































































































































































































Link-A1C, TTAATTAATTT TTT ACCATATCAAA, 
Link-A2C, TTAATTTCATC TT AGACTTTACAA, 
Link-A3C, CTGTCCAGACG T ATACCGAACGA, 
Link-A4C, TCAAGATTAGTGTAGCAATACT, 
 
Link-B1A, TGTAGCATTCC TTT TATAAACAGTT, 
Link-B2A, TTTAATTGTAT TT CCACCAGAGCC, 
Link-B3A, ACTACGAAGGC T TAGCACCATTA, 
Link-B4A, ATAAGGCTTGC AACAAAGTTAC, 
 
Link-C1B, GTGGGAACAAA TTT  CTATTTTTGAG, 
Link-C2B, CGGTGCGGGCC TT CCAAAAACATT, 
Link-C3B, ATGAGTGAGCT T TTAAATATGCA, 















































































DNA Origami Cage Trapping Enzyme: Protection and Boosting Enzyme Activity 
Zhao Zhao, Jinglin Fu, Alessio Andreoni, Neal Woodbury, Yan Liu, Hao Yan 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry & The Biodesign Institute  
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85297, USA 
Preparation of Enzyme DNA conjugates 
GOx, HRP, G6pD, LDH, MDH are conjugated with SPDP with 1:5, 1:20, 1:3, 1:5, 1:5 
ratio respectively. And then SPDP conjugated enzyme mixed with Tcept treated thiolated 
DNA with 1:10 ratio for 1h. Amicon 30kD filter was used to purify enzyme DNA 
mixture, with 10×HEPES (1.5M NaCl) and PBS buffer. 
Preparation of Enzyme DNA origami complex 
DNA Origami was annealed with M13 and 10 times helpers from 80°C to 4°C for 37h, 
and then enzyme DNA conjugates were mixed with DNA half origami with 1:15 ratio 
and annealed from 37°C to 4°C for 2h. DNA linkers were added to connect two half cage 
origami together, incubating at room temperature for 3h. 
Enzyme assay 
96-well-plate reader was used to measure enzyme activity through the absorbance 
change. HRP and GOx enzyme activity was monitored with 410nm absorbance. G6pD, 
LDH and MDH enzyme activity was monitored with 340nm absorbance. 
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Figure S1. Two different designs for cage structure with different encapsulation yield, 
assembled with GOx. 
Figure S2. Raw activity for free HRP GOx cascade enzyme and enzymes inside DNA 
cage. 
Time (secs)









Well A1 A3 B1 B3
Vmax 200.38 17.207 202.96 18.556
R^2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Vmax Points = 20
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Figure S3. TEM image for HRP GOx cascade enzyme inside DNA cage. 
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Figure S4. HRP enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against H2O2), compared 
with fresh free HRP enzyme.  
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Figure S5. HRP enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against ABTS), compared 
with fresh free HRP enzyme. 
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Figure S7. GOx enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against Glucose), 










Figure S9. G6pD enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against NAD+), 





Figure S10. G6pD enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against glucose 6-





Figure S11. TEM image for purified DNA cage with G6pD enzyme inside. 




Figure S12. MDH enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against NADH), 
compared with fresh free MDH enzyme. 




Figure S13. LDH enzyme inside cage Michaelis-Menten curve (against NADH), 






Figure S14. G6pD enzyme inside three different DNA cage Michaelis-Menten curve 





Figure S15. G6pD enzyme inside three different DNA cage Michaelis-Menten curve 
(against glucose 6-phosphate), compared with fresh free G6pD enzyme. 
Figure S16. Raw data for Trypsin digestion test. 






























AB Cage-Left cage 
5[18]  GGTGGAGAGGCGGTTTGCGTTTT 
11[18]  CGAGTTGGGTAACGCCAGGTTTT 
13[9]  TTTTTCGCCATTCAGG 
17[9]  TTTTGCCAGCTTTCATCAACATTCGT 
21[9]  TTTTTGGAGCAAACAAGAGAATCGGAAGATTAGC 
25[9]  TTTTGGGAGAAGCCTTTATTTCAAAAAGGGACAG 
31[5]  GGTGGCATCAATTCATGGGCGCGACCTGTTTGTATAAGCAAATTTT 
36[16]  ATATAAAGTAGTAGATGGGCGCTTTT 
43[18]  AATCATACTAATAGTAGTAGCATTTT 
54[17]  GCTGTCATAGCACCGAGCTCGAATTCGTTTT 
55[2]  TTTTTGAGGACTAAAGACTTTCAACACTAAGG 
67[18]  CGGTTTTGCTTTGCGCTAGTGAGCTAACTCACATTTT 
69[2]  TTTTGAAGGATTAGGATTAGCGGTAGCAACGCGA 
83[2]  TTTTAAAAGGGCGACATTCAACCAGGC 
95[18]  TGACTAATATGTTTGATGTTTGCCCCAGCAGGCTTTT 





1[5]  TTTTAGAGTCCACACTAGAAAATT 
3[5]  TTTTGAAAATCCTCAGAGAGATTTT 
5[5]  TTTTATTGGGCGGAGCCACCATTTT 
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7[5]  TTTTAATTGCGAAACAACTTTT 
9[5]  TTTTAATCATGGCTCATTCAGTTTT 
11[5]  TTTTGTTTTCCCAGTCATTTTT 
15[9]  TTTTATCGTAACCGTGGCAAAGCGCCATTTT 
19[9]  TTTTATTTAAATTGTGGCCTTCCTGTATTTT 
23[9]  TTTTGAGACAGTCAAATGCCTGAGAGTCTTTT 
27[2]  TTTTAGCCTCAGAGCATAAAGCTTAATACTTTTGCTTTT 
29[2]  TTTTAACATCCAATATTAAGCAATAATTTT 
33[2]  TTTTAAATGGTCAATAAGCTGAAAATTTT 
35[5]  TTTTATTCCCAATGATACATTTCGCTTTT 
37[2]  TTTTAAATATGCAACTAACAGTTGTTTT 
39[5]  TTTTGCGGATGGCCTCAACATGTTTT 
41[2]  TTTTGTTTACCAGACGACGATAATAGCAAAAAATCATTGAGAAAG
GCCGTTTT 
43[2]  TTTTACATAACGCCAAATCATAACCCTCTTTT 
45[5]  TTTTAGAAAGATACTAATGCAGATTTT 
47[2]  TTTTGGAAGAAAAATCTATTACAGGTTTT 
49[5]  TTTTGAATTACCTGTCAGGACGTTGTTTT 
53[5]  TTTTGAATAAGGTAAATTGGGCTTTT 
57[2]  TTTTCACCCTCAGCAGGCTACAGAGGCTTTT 
59[5]  TTTTATATTCGGTTTGCGGGATCGTTTT 
61[2]  TTTTGATACCGATAGTCATAACCGATTTT 
63[5]  TTTTAATTGTACTTAAACAGCTTTT 
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65[2]  TTTTAATAATTTTTTAAGGAGCCTTTT 
67[5]  TTTTCAACAGTTAGGAATTGCGAATT 
71[2]  TTTTCGGAACCTATGACTCCTCAAGATTTT 
73[5]  TTTTGTCAGTGCCCCCCCTGCCTATTTT 
75[2]  TTTTCATACATGGCTTTTAACGGGTTTT 
77[5]  TTTTCATTAAAGCTTCCAGTAAGCGTTTT 
79[2]  TTTTAGGTTGAGGCAGATAAATCCTTTT 
81[5]  TTTTCCCTCAGAGAGCATTGACAGGTTTT 
85[2]  TTAAGTTTATTTTGAGCGCCAAAGACTTTT 
87[5]  TTTTATACATACAACACCACGGAATTTT 
89[2]  TTTTGAACTGGCATGAACGTAGAAATTT 
91[5]  TTTTCAAAGTTACGAATACCCAAAATTTT 
93[2]  TTTTGCAATAGCTATCATAGCCGAATT 
95[5]  TTTTAACCCACAAAACAATGAAATATTTT 
99[2]  TTTTCGAGAACAAGCAATCAGATATAGATTTT 
101[5]  TTTTAGAAACCAATACCGCACTCATTTTT 
103[2]  TTTTACGCGCCTGTTTCGAGCATGTTTTT 
105[5]  TTTTATAAAGTACAGCTAATGCAGATTTT 
107[2]  TTTTTGAGAATCGCCATAAGAGAATTTTT 
109[5]  TTTTAGCCTGTTTGTAGGGCTTAATTTTT 
1[28]  GACTCCAATAAACACCAGGGAAGCGCATAAGTCAGCGGCAAATGC
AGCA 
1[77]  GAACCATCGTAAAGCACTAAACTTGACG 
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2[34]  TAGGGTTCCGAAATAGGGTAAACAAATC 
2[55]  GGTCAAAAGAATAGAGGGCGAAAAACCGTAAATAAGAGAATTAA 
3[49]  ATAAAAGGAACACCCACCACCGG 
3[77]  GGGAAAGGGGCGCTGGCAAGTCGCTGCGCGTAACCTTGACGA 
4[34]  AGCGGTCCTTTTCACCCTCAGATTTAGC 
4[69]  GTAGCTCTTTAGAGTCGGAACATGGCCCACTACGT 
6[34]  CGGCCAACGCTTTCTTTTCTGAATGGCT 
6[48]  CTGCATTGACGGGCAGAGAGTATCCCTT 
6[76]  GCACGTAAGCTAAACAGGAGGTTTTATAATCAGTGGTAAAAG 
7[25]  GCCCGCGCGGGGTTTTTCACGCTGGGTGGTTGAGTGTTGAACGTG 
7[49]  GTCGTTTTTCCAGAGTAATCTTG 
8[34]  TGGGGTGTGTGTGACAAATCACTCGAAC 
8[69]  AGGCCATGAGCGGGTAACGTGCTGGTCA 
9[77]  AGTCTGTCACTTGCCTGAGTAATCCAGAACAATATACGCTCA 
9[88]  CACGAAGTGTCCGATTAGGTTGCTACCACACGGCG 
10[34]  GAGGATCAAACGACAATTGCTCAGTTTGTAGGTCAAAATGTGAAT
AATT 
10[48]  GCAGGTCATCCGCTTAAAGTGGAAACCT 
11[49]  TTGCACGTCAGGATGTATCGGGGCGGATCGTCGGAACCAATA 
12[34]  TGCAAGGACTGTTGGTGCCGGAAACCAGCATCTGCCCTTTTGTTAA 
12[69]  GAAATATTGGTAATGAAGAACACACCGA 
12[76]  ATCGTCTATTTACACAGAGATAGCGCAC 
13[21]  CTGCGCACGATTAACGTTGTACCCGGGTTGTTTCCCCTAATGCACT 
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13[42]  CGATCGGAAAGGGGGCCAAGC 
13[84]  ATTCACCCATTTTGTACCGCCATAACATCCAT 
14[48]  CGGCACCGACGACATAGA 
15[63]  AAGATAACCCTTCTAGCCCTAATTAAAAACGCTGAGAGCTCA 
15[91]  AGAATACGTCTTTAACCAGCAAACACCGCCTGCAAAAATCTA 
16[24]  TGGTCGGTGTCATATAATAGGACAGACCAGAAAAAATCTAAAG 
16[69]  AAACAGGAACAAACCCTCAGGTCCAGCCCTCTTCGCTGGATT 
17[42]  AACAACCTGACCGTGACTTCAAATAT 
17[84]  ACGAACCATGCGCGAACTGATGACCTGATGGCCAATTGGCAG 
18[27]  CGCGTCTAAACGTTAGTTTCAACGAGTAAACTTTGTTTT 
19[63]  AATCAGCCAGCAGCAATCAACAATTGAGGATTTAGAAGGAGA 
19[91]  AAGCATCTCAATATATATCTTTCAATAGATAATACACAATTC 
20[69]  AGTTGTGTACCCCGTTTGTTATTTTTTATTCTCCGTGTCGCC 
21[42]  GTAAAACATCAGAACAGAAAACGAGA 
21[84]  ATCTAAACTGGTCAGTTGGCAAAATGAACAGTGCCATACCGA 
22[27]  AGGTCATTCACCATTCATTTGACTGCGGTAACGGATTGA 
22[48]  GAGAGATACCGTTCTAGCTGATGCCTGAGAACCCTTGGAAGG 
23[63]  ATGCCGTATTAGACATCATTT 
23[91]  GACAACTTTTAAAAAATTATCCATCAATATAATCCTGATTGTACCA
GAA 
24[69]  TGCGGTAAATGCAATAAATTAGGGTAGCTCAATCATAAAAGG 
25[84]  GGAGCGGGTTTGAGTAACATTTTTACAAATTTGAGGAAGGTT 
26[27]  GACCCTGAAATCGGAAAGAATAAACCAAGTAAGAGTTCA 
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26[41]  CCTACAAGATAAAAATTTTTAGTAATGTTTTGCCAGAGGG 
26[48]  GTTAGAACAAAATTGTAGATTTTCAGAGGCTTTGCTTGTACCAACA
TAT 
26[62]  TGAATAACATATATTTAACAAAGAAACCTTGGATTATACTTC 
29[25]  GCATAGCGTCTACGAGGGAATACCACAGCATAGTTAAAAAAC 
29[35]  AAGAAGTGTAGGTAATATTCACTACAAAGGTAATC 
30[53]  GGTAATAGTAAACCAACCTAAAAC 
32[46]  TGAATCCCCCTCAAATGTTCAATATGAAGATTCACGCAAGACATTA
T 





36[57]  AAAGCGGATTTAAATTGTTGATATAGCATGTATTTTT 
37[35]  CCCGAAAAATGGGAAGGGGACGCTTCTGGGAAGGG 
38[53]  CGCGTTTTAATTGA 
39[25]  TTGACGTAACTGACGAGTATGGGAAGTGAGAAACCGCCCAGA 
39[35]  CAGACCGTACCTTTGGCCAGTGATGTGC 
40[44]  GAGGAAGCAAGGATATTATCAAGACGTTAGTTCTAAAGCCTC 
40[57]  GGGCCTTGCTACGCCAGCTGGCGTGCGGGCAGCTTTC 
43[35]  GAAGGCAATGTTTAATAAATATTCAT 
44[53]  GAAAGAGGCAAAAGAGGGTTGATA 
436 
 
45[25]  GATAACCATCGGCTTGCTACTGGTACAGTGCCAGTATGGGCA 
45[35]  TCATCTTAAGTACAACGGAACAATCGTCGACTGGAAGTGCAA 
46[57]  TACCAAGCGCGAAACATGACCCCCAGCGATTA 
48[16]  CCATATGCGAAAACTTTAATCATTGT 
49[25]  AAGAAAAAAGATCAGCTATATTCAGAAAGCGAGAAAAGAAAC 
49[35]  TACTTAGGAACCGAGTGTACACGAGCTTCAAAGGATGGGAAG 
50[57]  ACGGTCAATGTCAGAAGC 
51[2]  GAGATGGTTTAATTTCAAGGCTGTAGTTAGAGCATAAGAGGTCA 
52[34]  TAGGCACATGAACGACTGACCGACTTTA 
52[43]  CCACAACGCCTGTA 
53[35]  GACCTTCCATTACCAATTGTTGACTCTA 





55[42]  AACGGAGTACCAAGTTACAAGGCGGAGAGGAAGTT 
57[18]  AAGACATTCATCATCAGACAACATTACGTTAACCATTATCTGCGAT
TCC 
57[35]  GCCGTCGAGAATACACTAAAGCAACTAC 
58[53]  TAAGTATAGCCCCACCGTCACCGA 
60[46]  TTTAGTACCGCCACCCTACTTAACAC 
61[35]  CCGCCACCGCGACCTGCTCCTGAGATTTGTATCATCAAAAAT 
437 
 
62[16]  TTTTCGGTTTGCTCCAACACGTTGCGAGTAGCTTGCCCAAA 
63[35]  GGGATAGTGAGTTTCGTCAAAAACATGT 
66[23]  GAAGATTGGCCCAGAGCAGCCCTTTAATAAGCAACGCCGCCAACG 
66[53]  GCATTCCACAGACA 
67[35]  GTAACGAAAATGAACAGTCGGTAAAGCC 
68[57]  CTAGAATCAACGAGCCGGAAGCACACAATTAAGAACCACTCCAAC
A 
70[16]  TGATATTCTGGGCCGCTTCGCTGAGCCCACGTGCGCCGTATA 
70[34]  CATTAAGCTCAGTACCAAATCGCGCAGAAGACGGA 
71[25]  ATGATAAACACAATAGAAAAGAAATTTATTTGGTATTA 
72[34]  AGAGCGTAAAAGGTGAATTATGGAATAGGTGTAGGCGTAAGT 
72[53]  CTTGAGCCATTTCGGGAGGTTTTG 
74[34]  CAATGTGAGTCACCGTACTCAGGAGG 
74[57]  ATTAGCAAGGCCGGAACAGTAGCACCATTACC 
75[25]  AGGCTCTGAATCCTTATACGCAATATAGATATAAACAA 
76[34]  GTTTGGTAGAAACCATCGATACACCACCCTCATCTCACAGAA 
76[53]  TCAGTAGCGACAACGAGCGTCTTT 
79[35]  CGTTTGCCAGCCCTCATAGAGCCCCAGTACAAACTAGGCGCA 
80[43]  TCAAATAGCAGCCT 
81[25]  ACCTTGAGCGGTTAAGCCCGGAATTATGCGTTATACAA 
81[35]  ACCGGAAGCCGCCACCAGTGAAATGAAT 
82[44]  AGACCAGAGCCTGAACATAGACGGGGCGTTATGACCTA 





84[16]  ACCTCACAATGTTAATGTTGAGTAAATAAGTTTTGATGTGAA 
86[53]  AAGCCTTAAATCGAGTGAATAATTTTCCATTCC 
87[25]  ACACCCATCCTCGGCTGTCTTTCCTTATCCTAAGAAAA 
88[46]  CAATTTTATCCTGAATCCGCCCAGCAAAATCACACGTCAC 
89[18]  GACTTTACCGCAGAATGCAAACAAGTCAGACCAACTAATCAG 
90[53]  CCAGAGCCTAATGTGAATTTTAACCTCCAGACGACGACAAAGTCCT
G 
91[18]  AGGTAAGCAGTTACCGACGCCGCCCCGCCACACCCTCACCAG 
91[25]  CGATTTCGAGAGGTAAAGTAATTCTGTCCGGAGAGGCA 
92[34]  TTTAATACACCTTTAGCGTCACATAGCCCCCTTTGTGTTTCA 
92[57]  TCCAAATAAGAAACGAATATTATTTATCCCAA 
94[34]  AAAACAATTCGTCAAAAATGATTTTCATAATCACACTATTAG 
94[53]  TTACAGAGAGAAAAAGAACATTTCAT 
96[57]  CTCCCCCGAACCGCCTGGCCCTGAACAGCTCCGCCTCTTTTGTCGT 
97[42]  TCATTTGTCAATATATTCATT 
98[23]  TAGCAAGCAAAGCCGTTCGCAAAGTAAAGGTTTAGCAATTAA 



























   























   
2[96]  TTTTGGGGTCACGTGGCGAGAAAGGAATTTT 
4[107]  TTTTAGAAAGCGAAAGGAGCGCCGCCGCGCTTAATGCGTTTT 
6[107]  TTTTTACAGGGCGCGTACTATAAGGGATTTTAGACAGGTTTT 




42[62]  TTTTTACCTTTTACATCGATGAATATACAGTATTTT 
70[62]  TTTTATTACCTGAGCAAAGGCGAATTATTCATTTTT 




































































































































































2[132]  AGTGTTGAGGGCGAAAAACCGCTATCATTGAGAAT 
3[133]  GATAGACTGCTAAAGCCGCCACCAGATCCCCTCAGGGAAGGGTGC
GCGT 
5[158]  AGGCCTCAGAACAGAGAGTCAAAAAATAAGACAGCCATTTTT 








































































27[67]  ATTCTCCGTGGGAACAA 




















































































56[86]  ATCAGGTCATATGCCGGGTAGGTATTTTTAGAATACTTGAGCATA 

























































































































































































































































41[80]  TTTTCAAGAGCGAGTAACAACCCGTTTT 
55[67]  TTTTATGTACCCCGGTTGATAAATTTT 
69[81]  TTTTATCGTAAAACTAGCATGTCATTTT 
83[67]  TTTTCAATGCCTGAGTAATGTAGATTTT 







































   
2[172]  TTTTAAATCAAGTTTTTTGGGGTAAAGGGATGAATTTCCGG 
4[172]  TTTTGAGCTTGACGGGGAAAGCCCGAA 
6[172]  TTTTGGCGCTGGCAAGTGTAGCGGCTT 






























1[97]  TTTTTAAACACTATTT 
3[108]  GGTATAAATCAAAAGAATAATCGGCAAAATCCCTGA 
5[108]  CCTGCCCCAGCAGGCGAAGCGGTCCACGCTGGTTGC 
7[108]  AAGATTGCCCTTCACCGCGAGACGGGCAACAGCTCG 
9[108]  GCTTGCGTATTGGGCGCCCGCGGGGAGAGGCGGTAA 
11[109]  AGAAACCTGTCGTGCCACCCGCTTTCCAGTCGGAC 
14[105]  GGGAGTAACGACCGTG 
16[115]  TGTTTTGAATGGCTATTAGTGGCACAGACAATATTG 
18[115]  TGTGAGGCGGTCAGTATTGAAGATAAAACAGAGGCA 
20[115]  AGAATATCAAACCCTCAAACCTTGCTGAACCTCAGG 
22[115]  GGTAATAGATTAGAGCCGTAGGAGCACTAACAACGC 
24[115]  GGCCCGAACGTTATTAATCGTATTAAATCCTTTGCA 
26[115]  CGTCAGATGATGGCAATTATCATATTCCTGATTAAC 
28[66]  TCGAAATAAAGAAATTGCATTTGCACGTAAAACAGG 
41[63]  ACCCAATAGGAACGCCACAGCTCATTTTTTAAAG 
459 
 
56[66]  ATGCCTGATTGCTTTGAAAAACAATAACGGATTCCA 
69[63]  TTGAGATCTACAAAGGCTGGGTAGCTATTTTTGACA 
84[66]  AATCAAGAAAACAAAATTGATGATGAAACAAACATG 
99[63]  TATGGCATCAATTCATCGGTTGTACCGG 
100[66]  GGAATCGTCGCACATAGCGATAGCG 
103[63]  GTATGGCTTAGAGCCCAATTCTGCT 
104[66]  GGCTGAGAGACTATAACTATATGAG 
107[63]  TCACCATAAATCAATTTAATTCGTA 








34[53]  ATGACCATAAATCGCCTGATAAAT 












62[53]  CACCCTCAGAGCGCAGCACCGTAA 









SAB1-left half cage 
0[55]  TTGCTTTGACGAGCACGTA 
0[79]  GCCGCTACAGGGCGCGTGGTCAAT 
1[37]  TAACGTGCTTTCAATTCTACCACCGAGTAAAAGTT 
1[72]  AACCTGTTTAGCTAGCTTAGTTTGACCATTAG 
1[104]  AGGGCGCTGAACGTGGCGAGAAAGGGGAGCCCCCGATTTAGGTCG
AGG 
2[55]  GGTGGCATCCTCGTTAGAATCAAATACTATGG 
2[87]  GAAATATTTTCATTTGAGTACGGTGCTGAATA 
3[37]  ATAGTAGTAGCCTAAATCGAAACTATC 
3[72]  GCAAGGCAAAGAAGGAGCTTAATTGTCTGGAA 
4[55]  GCATAAAGATTAACATCATGAGTCTGTCCATCAGCAAAATCAC 





5[37]  GTACCAAAAACAAAATTTTAATACCTA 
5[72]  GGGAACGTCAAAGGGCGCGTTTTAGAGAGTAC 
6[55]  CAAGGATAATTATGACCCGTGCTGGTAATATCGCGCAGTCTCT 
6[87]  GAACGTGGACTCCAGATAGTCAGACGAGAATG 
7[37]  AACCCTCATATAGGCCGGAGAGGGGGTGCTTTTGCTATTCGGTTAT
T 
7[72]  TGTGGCAAAATCCCTTTCAGAAAAAGCAAAGC 
7[104]  GCCCGAGAGCAGGCGAAAATCCTGAGAGAGTTGCAGCAAGTTTTT
CTT 
8[55]  GGTGAGAAATTTTAAACAGTGACGCTCAATCGGGGATAGCAAG 
8[79]  AAATCGTAAGCGTCCACCAGACGA 
9[37]  AGTCAAATCACCTATTTTTTATTTTTGATGTCAATCATAT 
9[72]  TAGGCCCTTCACCGCCCTCGTTTAATACTGCG 






11[37]  AGATCTACAAAGGCTATCAAAACTAGCAATATTTA 
11[72]  TCTGGAGCAAAAATCGGCCAACGCTGAGACGGGCAACAGC 
12[63]  TAATCGTAGGTCATTGATGCCGGA 





14[63]  AAACGTTAAAAGCCCCTTCATCAGTTGAGGGCCGC 
14[95]  CTAATGAGTGAGCAAGAGTCAGGAGGTTTAAT 
15[35]  TAAATTTTTGTTAAATCAGCTTAATTCGCTTGGTAAC 
15[80]  GTTATCCGCATAGCTGGCTTGCCCTCTTGACA 
16[63]  ATCAAAAACATTTTTTGTGAATTACCTTAAGAAGC 
17[35]  GTAGCCAGCTTTCATCAACATTCCGTGGGCCGAACTGCGCAGACG
ACG 
17[80]  TGCCAAGCACGACGTTAACGGTGTGACCTGCT 
17[96]  CTGCAGGTAATTCGTAATCATGGTCTCACAATTCCACACATGGGGT
GC 
18[63]  TCGGATTCTAAATGTGTACCCAAATCAACCTGCGG 
19[35]  TTGACCGTAATGGGATAGGTCCATCTGCCGACCCCCA 
20[63]  TAACCGTGACGTTGGTGAACGAGGACCAACTT 
20[95]  TGGGAAGGAGCTGGCGAAAGGGGGCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCTTGCA
TGC 
21[35]  GACGACAGTATCGGCCTCAGGAAGATCGCACTCCAGCGCGCATCG 
21[88]  CTTCTGGTGCCGGAAAGCAACTGT 
44[71]  ATACATTTGCAACTAAGGGCGCGATCATACAG 
45[88]  GTTTCATTGAGTAGATGAAAGGAGCCGCCGCGCTTAATGC 
46[71]  TAATGCTGCAACAGGTGCAATAAAACTTTTGC 
47[48]  GGCCTGAAGCAAACTCTAGCTCAACCAATAAAGCTGAAAA 





48[71]  TTCAAAGCGACTATTAAGCCTTTACTGAGTAA 
49[48]  CATTTGTCTTTACCCTGAACCAGACCTGTAATGCCTCAGA 
49[88]  GGATTGCACAAATATCGAAAAACCAGCACTAA 
50[23]  TACATTGGTGCAACAGTAATTTTCTTAATTGAAAAGCCAAGAGGAC
GA 
50[71]  ACCATAAAGACTGGATGGTAAAGAAACCGTTC 
51[56]  AATGTTTATCAAAAATTGCAATGCTTTCAACG 
51[88]  GAATCGTCTAAACAGTATAAATCACTATTAAA 
52[23]  AACAGAGAAGTAATAAGGATTATATCGTCGCTAGTGAATATAGCC
CTC 
52[71]  CGATAAAAACATTCAAATAAATTACCTGAGAG 
53[56]  GGAATACCACCAAAATTGATATTCTTCAAAAG 
53[92]  CAAATCATAACCTGGCCCTGTTTGATGGTGGTTCCG 
54[19]  CCCTAATCCTGACAGATGATCTATTGAT 
54[31]  GCGAACTGTACGTGGCTTCTGGCC 
54[43]  AGTCCCACCAGCTTAAAATTCGCAT 
54[79]  ATTACAGGATTATACCCAAATATTGTGAAATT 
55[56]  TTTTAAGAACTGGCTCTAGAAAGAAAAAACAGATGAACGG 
56[31]  CGGTCAGTAAAAATACAAGGCCGCTTGCGCAT 
56[79]  TTCAACTTTGAATAAGTTTCCTGTACGGCCAG 
57[56]  AAAGCTGCTCATTCAGTAATCATTAACCAATATAAATTGT 
464 
 
58[19]  ATCTATCATTTTAATTTTAATAAAAATC 
58[31]  CCCTCAATAAATGAAACCACCAGATTTTGCGGTTTCTTAA 
58[79]  AGAACCGGGACAGATGGTAAAACGTCTTCGCT 
59[64]  TGAAAGAGATATTCATAGCGAGTAGGAACGCC 
60[31]  AGGTTATCTCAACAGTTAAAGACTGCGGAACAGTATGCGT 
60[79]  CCATGTTACGAAACAATGCGGGCCCAGCTTTCCGGCACCG 
61[24]  GTCAACACCTACGAAGTTTTCATGTTTTTCAC 
61[56]  GCGATTATACCAAGCGCTTAGCCGGTAGATGGACAACCCG 
62[23]  AATACATTATTCGACAGCACCAACAAGATTGCTTTGAATATCATTT
CA 
62[40]  GGCAAAAGAATATAGAT 
64[50]  TTGGTAAAATACGTT 
66[50]  CTACAGAGGCTTCCATTAAGTCAATCATCATCTTTAGTTTGAGGGG
AC 
67[8]  TTGTAACATTGGTTT 
67[40]  GGTAGCAAAACCTCAATAAGGGAAAACAAACGGCGGA 
68[50]  GAAAGACAGCATCGGAAAAAATCTAAAAGGTGAGG 
70[50]  TGAGGCTTGCACCCTCAGCTAAAACAGGCATCACCGTCTGGCCTTC
CT 
71[32]  AACCGATAAAAAGAAGACAGACAAGAG 
72[44]  GACAACAACCATCGCCCATTTAAGGGACAGGATTATT 
73[24]  ACCGATAGCCGTAACAATTACCCT 
74[23]  ACAGCCCATATATGTGTAATGGAAAGTGAATT 
465 
 
74[44]  CTTTCGAGGTGAAGATCGTCAGGGAGTTACGAACGAATTTAATGC 
75[24]  GAAATTCGACCTTTTTCTGAGTTTTTTAGTAC 
76[23]  AGATTTTCATTTAACACATCAAGATTAGGCGG 
76[44]  GGAGCCTTTAATTAAGACGAG 
77[24]  TCCAAAAAAGTTTTGTATTTCATTCCCAAATC 
78[23]  GTTGACAGGAAACAAAATTACCTGTGATGCAA 
78[44]  TGCGAATAATAATAGGAAGTTTTGAGGACTGAAAGGAATATCAAA 
79[24]  GCCTGGAATAAACAACCGTCTTTCTTGCTCAG 
81[24]  TTTCAACATCCATCGCAAGACAAAGTTAATTTTGAAACATCCAAGT
CC 
82[50]  TTTCTGTATGGTTTT 
84[50]  AGTTAGCGTAAAGTAAATGAAT 
86[50]  AACGCCTGTAGCATTCATTGTTTATCAGCTTG 
89[32]  CATTTTCATCTGAAATTTTTGCCAGAC 
90[44]  GCCACCCTCAGAGCCACCAATGAAAAACGTATTACCG 
91[24]  AGAACCGCACCAGTATGAAGCCAG 
92[23]  CGCCACTTCATATGCGTACTAGAAAAAGTACC 
92[44]  CGTACTCAGGAGGCGTCACCACCCATGTATTGCGCCGACAAT 
93[24]  TATCAGGAGTACTGGTTTATACAATTGAGGCA 
94[23]  ATAGGTCTATCATAATCGTTAAATCATCCCTC 
95[24]  ATAAGTGCAAATAAGGAATAAGTTCCAAAGGT 
96[23]  TACCAGGTTTTGAAATCATCTTCTTCAACAAT 
96[44]  GATTAGCGGGGTTCAGACGTTCGATCTAAAAAGGCTCCAAAA 
466 
 





















































































   
45[5]  TTTTCAGAATCCTGAACTTCTTTAGATATAGAACAACGCCAACATT
TT 
65[8]  TTTTTTGCCCGACTTTAGGAGCACTTTTT 
69[8]  TTTTTCATATTCCGCCTGCAACAGTTTTT 
73[3]  TTTTGAAGGGTTAGAACGGCAATTCTTTT 
75[3]  TTTTTGCACGTAAAACAAATTATCATTTT 
77[3]  TTTTGATGAATATACAGAAGTTTGATTTT 
79[3]  TTTTGGGAGAAACAATATAAATCCTTACAAACATGAGGATTTAGA
AGTATTTT 
83[8]  TTTTAAGATGATTACCTTTTACATCTTTT 
85[8]  TTAATTACAGGTTTAACGTCATTTT 
87[8]  TTTTTAAATCAATATCAAAATTATT 
91[3]  TTTTGAAAACATAGCGAACCTTGCTTTTT 
469 
 
93[3]  TTTTGAGAAGAGTCAATACAGTACA 
95[3]  TTTAACCTCCGGCAAACAAAATTTT 
97[3]  TTTTATATGTAAATGCAGCAAAAGCGAATTATCCAAGTTACAAAAT
CGTTTT 
101[8]  TTTTAATGGTGGGTTATATAACTTTT 
103[8]  TTTTACACCGGAGAGAGACTACCTTTTTT 
105[8]  TTTTTTTAGTATAGATTAAGACGCTTTT 
107[8]  TTTTAGTAGGGCCCTTAGAATCCTTTTTT 
109[3]  TTTTTGTAATTTAGGCACGCTCAACTTTT 
111[3]  TTTTAATAAGAGAATATAAAGCCTGTTTT 
113[3]  TTTTCGACAATAAACAAAAGAATAATTTT 
115[3]  TTTTACGCGCCTGTTTAGACCTAAAATATTTTAGAACGCGAGAAAA
CTTTTTT 
119[8]  TTTTGTCTTTCCCAGCTAATGCAGATTTT 
121[8]  TTTTAACCAAGTTCTGTCCAGACGATTTT 
123[8]  TTTTGAATCATTTTTTCGAGCCAGTTTTT 
127[3]  TTTTTTAGCGAACCTCCAGCAAATCTTTT 
129[3]  TTTTAAGCCTTAAATCACATCGTAGTTTT 
131[3]  TTTTTGAATCTTACCAAGGGTATTATTTT 
133[3]  TTTTAGAGCCTAATTTGAATCGGCTACGAGCATAAAAATAATATCC
CATTTTT 
137[8]  TTTTGCAGCCTTCGAGCGTCTTTCCTTTT 
139[8]  TTTTATTAACTGTACAATTTTATCCTTTT 
470 
 




   
44[23]  TTAGACAGGAACGGTAATAGCAATAACGCGAGGCGTTTTTT 
46[23]  GTAGCAATGAAGTGTTATTCTAAGAGCTATCTAGCAAGAAACAAT
GAATTTT 
47[5]  TTTTTAGTAATAACA 
50[15]  CAGATTCATCTGTAAACTTCTGAATAATGTTTT 
51[5]  TTTTGTCACACGACCTAGAACCCATCAATATAAA 
53[5]  TTTTTGACCTGAAAGCGTAAGAAATAG 
55[13]  TTTTACATCGCCATTATTAACACCTGATTATAGGAGCGGGAAATAA
A 
57[3]  TTTTGCCACGCTGAGAGCCAGCAGCCAAT 
59[13]  TTTTCAGTTGGCAAATAAAATATACGTTATTACTCGTATACGGATT
C 
61[3]  TTTTAACAACTAATAGATTAGAGCC 
63[0]  TTTTTTAGACTT 
81[0]  TTTTCGCAGAGG 
99[0]  TTTTTTTCAAAT 













   
2[122]  TTTTGGAAAGCCGGCGGCAAGTGTAGTTTT 
4[122]  TTTTAAGTTTTTTGGGAGCTTGACGGTTTT 
6[122]  TTTTGTTGTTCCAGTTCACCCAAATCTTTT 
















56[92]  TTTTGAGATCGTTGGTTTT 
58[93]  TTTTGAGTAATGACGTTTT 
60[92]  TTTTTCCGCACAGACTTTT 
472 
 
   




19[80]  ATTACGCCGCGATCGGAGTACAACGGAGATTTT 
45[56]  TTAAATATCGCAGAGCGGGAGCTAAACAGGAGAAGAAAAGTTTT 
54[93]  TTTTAACGGAACGC 
80[40]  TTTTGAGAATAGACTAAAACGTAATGCCATAAAACACATTGAGGA 































SAB1-right half cage 
22[116]  GCGTATTGGGCGCCAGGGTGGTTTTTCTTTTCACCAGCTTGCTTC 
23[88]  ATCGGCCAGGAAACAGAATTTATCCAGACGAC 
24[71]  TGTCGAAAATCCTGTTTGATGGTGAAAGAATA 
24[116]  ATTTGAATTACCTTTTTTAATACGCGCGGCCAGCTGC 
25[56]  GCCCGAGAAGTCCACTATTAAAGAGTCTATCAGAACCATCGTAAA
GCA 
25[88]  AAACAAAAAAGATGATATTTACGATGAAAATA 
26[71]  GGAACAAGTAGGGTTGTTCAGCTAAGACGCTG 
26[116]  TTTCAATTACCTGAGCAAAAGTTAATTACATTCTGTCAAAATCAT 
27[88]  TACAAAATGCCTGATTTGAGCGCTTCACCGAC 
28[55]  CTAAATCGGACGGGGAAAGCCGGCAAGGAGCGGGCGCTAGTAAC
CACC 
28[71]  GAGGTGCCACCCAAATGAATAACACAAGAAAA 
28[116]  GGGAGAAACAATAACGGATTCCGCGCAGAGTCAAAAAGCATGTA
G 
29[88]  GAATATACAGATTTTCAGCAGCACTAAGTTTT 





31[56]  ACACCCGCATGGTTGCTTTGACGAGAGCGGGAGCTAAACA 
31[88]  CTACCATATCTGAATAATTAAGAGAGGAGCGGCCGAACGT 
31[104]  TATTTGCACGTAAAT 
32[71]  CGCGTACTCGCGCTTATGAGTAACAACGTCAC 
32[116]  CCTGATTGTTTGGATTATACTTCAAAATTACTGGTAACGTAATCA 
33[64]  GGAGGCCGATTAATATCTACAGGG 
33[96]  ATGGCAATCCACCAGAGCTTATAC 
34[79]  TCAAGGGATTTTAGACCCTATTATTAGCG 
34[124]  TCATTTTGCGGAACAAAGAAATCATCAATATAAT 
35[64]  CCACCGAGTTGTAGCAATACTTCTAAGAACTCAAACTATCCGCCA
GCC 
35[96]  TATTAATTGTATTAAAGAATCATGAGGAAGTTCAG 
36[79]  ATTAACCGTAAAAGAGATTAGGATTCTGAAACCAGT 
36[124]  TTACAAACAATTCGACAACTCTTAAAAGTGACCCCCA 
37[96]  TACATTTGTAGATTAGCAGAGGCCGCTTTTGCAAT 
38[63]  ATTGCAACGACGCTCAATCGTCTGTCACACGACCAGTAATCCTTC
TGA 
38[79]  AATATTACGGCCTTGCAGGAGGTTGAGGGTTG 
38[124]  TTTAGGAGCACTAACAACTAAAGGATTTAACTAAAGA 
39[96]  AGGAATTGTCAGTTGGCATTGCTT 
40[79]  TTCACCAGAAATGGATAACCCATGCCTCAGAG 
475 
 
40[124]  AAACCCTCAATCAATATCTGGAGGAAGGTTGCAGGGA 
41[64]  CCTGAAAGAATGGCTATTAGTCTTCATTAAAAATACCGAACGAAC
CAC 
41[96]  AAGCATCAAGCCAGCACAGCGGAG 
42[124]  CTGCAACAGTGCCACGCTGAGCCTTGCTGCGGTTTAT 
43[80]  CAGCAGAAACAGACAATATTTTTGCGTAAGAAAGTTTTGTCTGTA
GCA 
43[96]  AGAGGTGAGGCGGTCAGTATTAACACCGC 
44[143]  CCATTCGCGAATAATAAAAGCTGCATTCATTAAACCCACC 
45[136]  CGCTTCTGGCACTCCAAGTGAATAGCCAGAGGAGAGGCTTTGCGA
ATA 
48[143]  GGGACGCATAGTAAAACGGTGTCTTGTTTTAAGAAATCCG 
49[136]  GCATCGTATAGGTCACTTCATTCCGGTAAAGAAATGCAATTCAGT
TTG 
56[127]  GAAATTGTCATGGTCAACCGTGTGATAAA 
60[127]  CTCACATTTGGGGTGCAAGACAAAGAACG 
62[95]  ATTAATGATGTAAATCCAATAGTGTACATAAACATCAAGA 
62[119]  CGGGAAACGAGACTACCTTTTTAATTAGTACC 
63[72]  AGAAGAGTGTCGCTATTGAATAACTGAGACGGGCAACAGCTGAT
TGCC 
63[104]  AGGTCTGACTGTCGTGGGAGAGGCGGTTT 
64[135]  ACGGTCCGCAGAAAAGTGAGCTAA 
65[115]  TATATAACTATATGAGGCATTCAACGCCAAAGCCGTTTTTAT 
476 
 
67[115]  CGAGAAAACTTTTTATGGCTTAATTGAGAATC 
68[135]  CGGAGAATTTGTTAAATCCTGTGT 
69[115]  TTTCATCTTCTGAATTCTTACTTTAGTATAGAACGCGAGGCG 
73[109]  GAAAAAGCCTGCAGTATAAAGC 
75[109]  CAACGCTCAACAGTAGTTCACCGCGCCCAATA 
77[109]  GCCATATTTAATTCGAGCCAGT 
79[109]  AATAAGAGAATATAAAAGCATCATTCCAAGAA 
80[87]  GACAATAACCATCCTAGAAACAAATACCAAGT 
80[119]  GACAAAAGCAATAATCGGCTGTCTTCGAGAAACGATTTTTCCCAC
AAG 
81[72]  ATAATATCACAACATGAGTGTTGTTCAATATA 
81[104]  AAACCAATGTAAAGTAATTTAACAATTTC 
82[135]  TAACACTTAATAAAGCTTTAGGCAGTAAATGC 
83[115]  CGGGTATTAAACCGTCAAACAGCCATATTATT 
83[136]  CACTCGAATGTACCAACTCAGAGCATCGATGA 
84[135]  GAACAAGCACATGTAAGAAGCCTTTCAAGGGT 
85[136]  AACCTGTTTTGCGGGAAAACATTATCACAAAT 
86[135]  AATGGATTAACGCAAGTTATACAACCTAAATT 
87[136]  GGCTTCGAATATTTTAGATAAAAAATTAATGC 
88[135]  GTATTCTACATATGCGTTCTAAAC 
89[115]  TTTTAGCGAACCTCCCGAAGTGTTGGTGTTCTCCGTG 
91[109]  AATCAAGATTAGTTGCGTAAACTGGCATGATT 
95[109]  TTGCCAGTTACAAAATAGGCTTTTTAAGAAAA 
477 
 
97[109]  TATCCCAATCCAAATACGTCAATAATAAGAGC 
98[87]  GCAGCCTTAGGGTAATGCTTTGAACGTCAGAT 
99[72]  AAAGTCAGTACAGAGACAAGTTTTTCCAGTTT 
99[104]  AGAGATAATGTTTAACGGCGAATTATTCA 










































116[87]  TTGAGCCACCATCGATAGGTTTAAGTTAGAAC 






























































134[75]  GCCTATGCGCCGGAAGGGAA 



















































   





54[151]  TTTTCTGGCCTTAAAGGCCGGAGACTTTT 
56[151]  TTTTCCAATAGGTGATATTCAACCGTTTT 
58[151]  TTTTTAATATTTTTGAGAGATCTACTTTT 
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60[151]  TTTTATTGTATACCTGAGAGTCTGGTTTT 
64[156]  TTTTAGCAAACAAGAGAATAAAGCTTTTT 
66[156]  TTTTAAAGGCTATCAGGTGACCCTGTTTT 
68[156]  TTTTTTCTAGCTGATAATTTTTAGATTTT 
70[156]  TTTTAGTCAAATCACCAGCCTGAGTTTTT 
74[151]  TTTTACCCTCATGTAGATTTAGTTTTTTT 
76[151]  TTTTTAATACTTTAGCTATATTTTCTTTT 
78[151]  TTTTAAATCGGTAAGGTGGCATCAATTTT 
80[148]  TTTTCAAGGCAAAGAATTAGCAAAACCTAATCGTAAAACTAGCAT
GTTTT 
82[156]  TTTTTTCTACTAATAGTAAGCGAACTTTT 
84[156]  TTTTATTTGGGGCGCGAAATTGCTCTTTT 
86[156]  TTTTGACCATTAGATACGGATGGCTTTTT 
88[156]  TTTTTTCCCAATTCTGCATATGCAATTTT 
92[151]  TTTTTAGAGCTTATCGTCATAAATATTTT 
94[151]  TTTTCTTTTGATAACGAGAATGACCTTTT 































































   
44[154]  TTTTCAGGCAAAGCG 
47[136]  GCTGACGACAGTATCGGAAGTTTTAGGCTTGCCCTGATTTT 
48[154]  TTTTGCCAGTTTGAG 
51[136]  GGAACAAATAACAACCAGGGTGAGCCTGTAGCCAAAAATAATTC
GCGTTTTT 
51[144]  CGGCGGATAATGTGTAATATAACAGTTGATTTT 
62[148]  TTTTTCAATCATATGTACCCCGGTTGATCCAGT 
65[136]  TGATGTTGAGCAAATACCCCAAAAACAGGAAGTTTT 
67[136]  AGCTATTTTGTTAAAATTTAAATTGTAAACGTTTTT 
69[136]  TAATGATAAACGCCATTCAGCTCATTTTTTAATTTT 
71[115]  TAAGGCGTTAAATAAGAAAAACGTCGGATATTAAATGTGAGCGA
GTTTT 







   
23[32]  TTTTTTGCAGCAAGCGGTCCCCTGGCCCTGAGAGAGTTTT 
25[32]  TTTTAATCCCTTATAAATCAGTTCCGAAATCGGCAATTTT 
27[32]  TTTTCAAAGGGCGAAAAACCACGTGGACTCCAACGTTTTT 
29[32]  TTTTCCCCGATTTAGAGCTTGAACCCTAAAGGGAGCTTTT 
31[32]  TTTTGCGGTCACGCTGCGCGGGCGCTGGCAAGTGTATTTT 
37[40]  TTTTTCACTTGCCTGAGTAGTTGATTAGTAATAACATTTT 
39[40]  TTTTGAAATACCTACATTTTAGGAAAAACGCTCATGTTTT 
41[40]  TTTTCCAACAGAGATAGAACAAAAGGGACATTCTGGTTTT 
43[40]  TTTTAGCCCTAAAACATCGCTAATGCGCGAACTGATTTTT 
53[114]  TTTTTCTAGAGGATCAACGCATGCCTGCAGGTTTT 
55[111]  TTTTATTCGTAATTATCCGCTTTTT 
59[111]  TTTTTGTAAAGCCAATTGCGTTTTT 
63[58]  TTTTAGATTAATGCATTTT 
81[59]  TTTTCTGAATAAAAATTTT 
99[58]  TTTTTGAACAAGCAATTTT 
117[59]  TTTTCCGGAAGTGCCTTTT 
135[58]  TTTTTCGGAAAGGAACGGCAGTGAGGTTTT 
137[67]  TTTTGTCGATAGTACTTTT 
139[66]  TTTTCGCCACTACCGTTTT 
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141[67]  TTTTAACGCCGTCTTTTTT 
   
22[55]  CTTCACCGACGCTGGTTTGCCCCAGCAGGGAGTAATTAATTTTCC
CTTTT 
33[32]  TTTTTTCCTCGT 
34[47]  AATCCTGATAGAATCAGCACGTATAACGTGCTTTTT 
35[40]  TTTTGAAGTGTTTTTATAATTACGCCAG 
45[114]  GGGCGACCACCAGAGAAAGGAAAATTGTATAACCTCAAATATCT
TTT 
47[114]  CCAGCTCGTAGAAAATATTTT 
49[114]  GTTTTCTTGAAGCCTTATTTT 
51[114]  CCAGTGCATAATTACTATTTT 
57[111]  TTTTTTCCACACAACATATTTATATTTTAGTTAA 
61[111]  TTTTTCACTGCCCGCTTTAATGCTTAGGTTGGGT 
66[135]  CCAATCGCCTAATGAGTTCGCATTAAACGAGCCGGAAGCATTTT 
70[135]  AAATACCGTAGCTGTTCAGCTTTCATCCCCGGGTACCGAGTTTT 
72[127]  ACCGGAATCCAAGCTTGACGTTGTAAAACTTTT 











44[114]  GGGTCCCAATTCTGCGAACCCATATAACAGTTGATAA 
46[114]  TTAGGTCATTTTTGCGGATGCTCCTTTTGATAAGACG 
48[114]  CCAGAAGCCCGAAAGACTTTCAAAAAGATTAAGAGGG 
50[114]  GACTCCCCCTCAAATGCTTATAAATATTCATTGAAGG 
52[114]  TCGAGTAAGAGCAACACTAAGGAATTACGAGGCATAC 
54[111]  CTCTTAATAAAACGAACTGAAGAAAAATCTACGGA 
56[111]  CACGTAGTAAATTGGGCTTAGAAACACCAGAACGAAA 
58[111]  TAAGCTGACCTTCATCAACAGGCGCATAGGCTGAG 
60[111]  TGCATAAATTGTGTCGAAATTTGTATCATCGCCTGGC 
63[40]  AAAACATAGCGATAGCTTTTAGAATCCTTGAAAGA 
81[40]  GGACAACAATAGATAAGTCGAACGCGCCTGTTTATGT 
99[40]  TAAGACGGGAGAATTAACCAGGGAAGCGCATTAGA 
117[40]  CGGATTACCATTAGCAAGGAATCACCAGTAGCACCAA 
135[40]  ACATGCCCCCTGCCTATTCGTATAAACAGTTAATA 
137[48]  ACGCAGGCGGATAAGTGCCGGGTTTTGCTCAGTACCA 
139[48]  CAACGCCACCCTCAGAACCGCCACCCTCAGAACAA 
141[48]  AAACACCAGTACAAACTACTAACACTGAGTTTCGTCC 
143[48]  TAAATGAATTTTCTGTATTCCAGACGTTAGTAAGC 
 
SAB1-probe 
88[50]  CCCAATAGGAAGTACAAACTAC-GGAGGGAGGG 













   


















SAB2-left half cage 
1[16]  TTTTCAGTACAAACTACAACCACTGAGTTTCGTCACTTTT 
3[16]  TTTTAATTTTCTCAGCTTTCCGGCATTTT 
5[16]  TTTTTCACGTTGGAGATCTTTTT 
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7[16]  TTTTATACCGATAGTTGCGCTTTCTTAAACAGCTTGTTTT 
11[13]  TTTTCCATTAAACGGCAAGCGCGAAATTTT 
12[31]  GATTATACGTAAAATATGTTTAGAGTCACCCTGTTAAAGGCCGCTT
TTTTTT 
13[13]  TTTTCAAAGTACAACAACCGAACTGATTTT 
14[31]  CATAAGGGGGAGATTTAAGAAGTTTTGCCTTTT 
15[13]  TTTTCCAACTTTGAAAACGTAACAAATTTT 
16[31]  CCCAAATCAGAGGACACCCTCGTTTACCATTTT 
17[13]  TTTTGCTGCTCATTCATGCGATTTTATTTT 
18[31]  ATTACCTTAGTGAATATACGAGGCATAGTTTTT 
19[13]  TTTTAGAACTGGCTCCGGTTTT 
20[39]  TAATAAAACGAACTAAATTATACCGATTTAGGAATACTTTT 
21[21]  TTTTAACAACATTATGCTTCAAATTCAAATAGAGAGTACCTTTATT
TT 
23[19]  TTTTCACATTCAACTAATGAAAAAGATTAAGAGGAATTTT 
25[19]  TTTTAAGAGCAACACTAGACTATTAAATCAAAATCAACATGTTTTA
TTTT 
27[19]  TTTTGACGACGATAAAAACGACAGTTCAGAAAACGATTTT 
29[19]  TTTTAGAGGGGGTAATAATAAATATAGCGTCCAGTAGATTTAGTTT
TT 
31[21]  TTTTGATTCATTGAATCCTTTT 
33[13]  TTTTCCCTCAAATGCTTTAAGGTGTGTCTGGAAGTTTTTT 
35[13]  TTTTGAATGACCATATAGTCAGAAGCTTTT 
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37[13]  TTTTAAAGCGGATTGCATCAACAGGTCATTTTTGCGTTTT 
39[13]  TTTTGCCCGAAAGACGCGTTTT 
41[21]  TTTTAACCAGACCGGACATTATGAAAGCTAATCAACGCAAGGATT
TTT 
43[19]  TTTTATTGCTCCTTTTGCATAAATTAAGCAATAAAGTTTT 
45[19]  TTTTGATGGCTTAGAGCCCAATAAATACTAATATGAGAAAGGCCG
GTTTT 
47[19]  TTTTAATATGCAACTAAAAACGCGAGCTGAAAAGGTTTTT 
49[19]  TTTTTCATTCCATATAAGTCAATAAACCATTAGATTT 
51[21]  TTTTTTGCCTGTTTAGCTTTTT 
53[13]  TTTTATATTTTCATTTGGGGTCCAATATGATATTCATTTT 
55[13]  TTTTGGCATCAATTCTCATACAGGCATTTT 
57[13]  TTTTAGGCAAAGAATTAGCAAGCATATATTTTAAATTTTT 
59[13]  TTTTCCTCAGAGCAT 
61[25]  TTTTCCCTGTACATTTTTTCATTAAATCTGGCCTTCCTGTTTTT 
63[19]  TTTTAAAAATTTTTAGATCCTAAACGTTAATATTTTTTTT 
65[19]  TTTTGCAATGCCTGAGTAAACAGGAGGTTGATAATTGACCGTAATG
TTTT 
67[19]  TTTTAGACAGTCAAATCTGTACCCCTTTT 
69[19]  TTTTACCGTTCTAGCTGGAGCAAACATCAGGTCACTC 
70[27]  TTGAAAAATCTCGCGAATAATAATTTTTTTTT 
71[17]  TTTTAAAGGCTAAGAGAATCGATTTT 
73[13]  TTTTTGAACGGTAATCGTAAAACTGCATCTGCCAGTTTTT 
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76[23]  AGATTGTATAATTTT 
77[13]  TTTTGCAAATATTTAAATTGTTTCCCGTCGGATTCTTTTT 
79[13]  TTTTGTTAAAATTCG 
81[25]  TTTTACCAATAGTCGACTCAGTGCCAAGAAATTGTTATCCTTTT 
83[19]  TTTTAGCCAGCTTTCATATACAGTCACGACGTTGTATTTT 
85[19]  TTTTCCGTGGGAACAAACAAGGCGAAGCTGGCGAACTCACATTAA
TTTTT 
87[19]  TTTTGGATAGGTCACGTGCTCGGTGCGGGCCTCTTCTTTT 
89[19]  TTTTTTGAGGGGACGACGCCATTCACGGAAACCCGTATTGGGCGTT
TT 
90[27]  CAGCGTATGGGACAGACGTTAGTAAATGTTTT 
91[11]  TTTTCCGCTTCTGGTGCGGCTGCGCAACTTTT 
93[13]  TTTTTGTTGGGAAGGGCGATATTGTCGTGCCAGCTGTTTT 
95[13]  TTTTGCTATTACGCCTTAAGTTGGGTTTTT 
97[13]  TTTTAACGCCAGGGTTTTCCAAAGTGTAAAGCCTGGTTTT 



































   
   
   
0[55]  CCAATAGGAACCCATGATAACGTGTTAGAGAGG 
1[40]  CATTCCACAGTTTTGTTTAAAAATCCATCAGGA 
1[72]  TCGAGAGGTCAGTACCAGGCGGATTAACAGTG 
1[88]  AAGTATAGACCCTCAGAGCCACCACCCTCATTTTCAGGGAAAGTG
CCG 
2[55]  CGATCTAAAGACAGCCAAGGGATTCTTTCCTCGCTTTGAC 
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3[40]  AACAACTTAACAACTAGAACCTACTAAGGAGAG 
3[72]  CCCGTATAGGGTCAGTGCCTTGAGCACAAACAAATAAATCGATTG
GCC 
4[55]  TAGAAAGGTCAACAGTTTCAGCGGTAGCGTAA 
4[87]  TTTTAACGAACAGTTAATGCCCCCATTAGCGGGGTTTTGCGTTGAT
AT 
5[40]  AGGCTCCATTGCTTTCATTTTAGTTGAATTCTGC 
6[55]  TTATCAGCAAAGGAGCAACAGAAACATA 
6[71]  TTGATATTCGCCTCCCTCAGAGCCGAGCCACCACCGGAACCAGTA
GCG 
7[40]  ACAACAACCTGAGGCTCATTACCGCTTATCC 
7[88]  CAGAACCGTTGAGGCAGGTCAGACCTCATTAAAGCCAGAAGTAAT
AAG 
8[55]  TTCGGTCGCATCGCCCTAATGGTTTAAT 
9[40]  AAAGACAGCTTTGAGGCACTACGA 
9[72]  ACAGAATCATAGCAGCGTGAATTATCACCGTCAAATTATT 
10[31]  CTTTTTCATGAGGAAGGCGGGATC 
10[55]  TACAGAGGCATCGGAAATAGAAGGCGCCCAATTTTT 
10[87]  AACCATCGAAGTTTGCCTTTAGCGAAAATCACCGGAACCAGCCAC
CCT 
11[48]  AGGCACCAAAACACTCGCGTTTTAGCGAA 
11[64]  CGAAAGAGACCGTAATGCAACGGC 





12[95]  ATTGACGGACCGACTTGAGCCATTGAAACGTCACCAATGA 
13[48]  AATTGTGTCGGAACGATTTTGAAGCCTTA 














19[58]  GAGAGAAACAGCCAGCCTAATTTGCCAGTT 
22[39]  TCAGTTGAAGTCAGGACATTGTGA 
22[71]  ACAAAATAATAACATATGGGCTTG 
23[40]  CATAAGTCACTTTAATCGTTGGGAAGACTTTACA 
24[38]  AAGGAATAGGCTTGCATTCATTA 
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24[60]  ACCAACGCTAACGATCCTAAT 
25[41]  ACAATTTAACCGGATCCTGACGA 
26[41]  TTTGCACTAAGATGAACGCGGTCAAT 
26[60]  AATCAAGATTAGTATAATCGG 
27[39]  TAGCGAAGGGGCGCAGAGTGTACAG 
28[37]  TTGCAAGTATCATCCCCCCAGC 
28[60]  CCTCCCGACTTGCCACTCATCCTGTCTTTGTATCATATGCGT 
29[42]  CGCGAGATCTTTGAGCCTGATA 
30[40]  GGTATTAAACGTAATGCACTAAAGA 
32[51]  CATCACCGACCGACCGGAATACGCGAGAATAACTATTTTT 
32[66]  AGCCGTTTTTAAGCAAGCA 
33[56]  GAGAACAAGAATAAACTGTGATAAATAAGGCG 
36[55]  TTACGAGCATAAAGCCAACGC 
38[55]  TGTTTATCACGCCAACTAATAAGAATTAATTAACCTTGCTCTTTTTT
A 
39[52]  CGCCAAACAACAAAAGTACCGACAAAAGAGTGAATA 
40[39]  TAATTCGATACAGGTAGAAAGCCAATCTACGT 
42[38]  AGGATTATCGCGTTTATAAGTCCTGCAGATA 
42[71]  GGCATTTTCGAGCCAGATGTAATTTAGGCAGA 
43[41]  TTTAACAAACAATAGTAATGCAGATCATTCA 
44[40]  AGAATCAGAAGAAAAATTTTACCCTTCACCAGCT 
44[60]  TCAACAGTAGGGCACGCTGAGATTTTCCCAAAC 
45[39]  CTGAATAGTATGTAGAAAATATCCCAGCCGCCAA 
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46[37]  TGTAGCATCAGGTCTTCCAAGAACCAAAA 
46[60]  TATACAAATTCTTCTTTTTAAAAAATCATTACAAAATTGAG 
47[41]  CTGTTTACCTTATCAACCAATCATGCTAT 
48[40]  ACTAGAACGATTAAACCGAATCGTCGTACTAAGAA 
48[71]  TTTTTTAAATAAGCA 
49[39]  TTCCCAAATGTAGGAATAAGTACCGGGGGAGGCTT 
50[37]  GAACGAATACTGCGTGCAGGGACAGCAGCG 
50[63]  CCTAAATTACGCATAAGTATCGGT 
51[52]  TTCAAAACTTTTAATTGCGTAGATT 
51[56]  TTTTTTTTCTTCTGA 
54[66]  GGTTGGGTTATTTTT 





62[38]  CTTTATTATCGGTTGCTTGAAAAATAGCCATA 
63[41]  ATCAAGATTAGAATCTCGTCGCTGAACAGGTC 
63[52]  AAAATTCATTTGTTTGAGGATTAGAGCCAGGAAGGT 
64[40]  GATGAACTCGATAGCTTATTAACATTTAATTG 
64[51]  CAAATTTTAAAAAACAATTCCAAACCCTGTTG 
65[39]  AGGTAAAGTAGGTCTGAAGATTAAGTTAATTG 
66[38]  AAAAGGGGTAGTAGCGCTGATGCAGTAAAAGC 
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66[71]  GGATTCGCCTGATTGCCGGGAGAAATTCATCA 
67[42]  AGTACCATGTAAATGAGACTACACCATAATGC 
67[52]  ACATTTTGAATAGAGCGGAAGCGGAACATCTAAAGCATCAC 
68[39]  ATATAATCAATCGCAACGCAAATGCAGTTGA 
68[60]  TTCAGGTTTAACGTACTTCTGATATAATCATTAACACCGCCT 
69[39]  AATGCCAGATCAAATATGACAAAGACATAATT 
70[38]  GGTAGCTATACATTTGAGGTGAACGACAATG 
70[62]  CACGTAACTTTAATTAGTGAGAA 
71[52]  TCAAAATAATGGGCAGAAGATAAAA 
71[56]  TTTTTTTAATTATTT 
81[39]  CATCAATTGGTCAATAGAATCAGCTATACTTT 
81[56]  TATCTAAATTGACGCT 
82[38]  TTCGCGTTTTTGTTAGTATTAAAACCACAAAC 
82[71]  AGTTGGCATATTTT 
83[40]  AATGTTATGACAACTCATAATACAAATAGAAGC 
84[38]  GTAACAAGCCCGAACAGCCCCAAAATGTGT 
84[60]  CTTGCTGAACCTCCAGAGATAGATTCACCTGGTAATATCCAG 
85[42]  GAAAAAAAGAAACCGTTATTAAAGAAGAT 
86[39]  CCAGCCGGATCAGAAACAATCATAACCCAGTAAC 
86[60]  GCAACAGTGCCACAGAATACGGAAC 
87[39]  GATGGGAGTCTGATTGTACCAGAAGCCAAGATTC 
88[37]  TAACCGTAGCATGTAGAGTCTGATAAATT 
88[60]  CAGAGGTGAGGCGACTGATAGTGGCACAGAGTAAAAGAGTCT 
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89[39]  TCGGCCCCAAAGGGTTATTGGATTATCAGATGA 
90[38]  AGATCGCATTGCCTGAAGGAATTCAAAAAAA 
90[52]  TTTACGAAACCGATTT 
92[55]  CCCTAAAAAGGAACGGCAGTGAGGATGCGCCGTAACCACC 






































































   
   
   
0[111]  TTTTCACCCTCAGAACCGCCCCCGGAATAGGTGTATTTTT 
2[111]  TTTTCAAGAGAAGGATTAGGTGCCTATTTCGGAACCTTTT 
4[111]  TTTTATACAGGAGTGTACTGTGGAAAGCGCAGTCTCTTTT 
6[111]  TTTTCAGCATTGACAGGAGGCCACCCTCAGAGCCACTTTT 


















40[71]  TTTTTCCAGACGATTTTTTGTTTT 
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80[71]  TTTTACTAACAAAGTACATATTTT 
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